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. . . we must educate our students in what
no one knew yesterday, and prepare our
schools for what no one knows yet.
-Margaret Mead
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When I began my Deanship in 2003, I frequently asked questions
about dates and the context of significant events in the School's past.
I often turned to Dr. Patricia Roth, our Director with the longest
tenure; or I relied on Ms. Cathleen Mumper, the Director of Student
Services with extensive experience and devoted service to students for
over twenty-five years. She had an encyclopedic memory of students
and events. I came to realize this probably was not the most practical
or efficient means of learning the School's History.
Over time, I learned that there were historical papers regarding the
School, bur they were stored in numerous places such as the University
Archives, the papers of Irene Sabelberg Palmer, or the writings and
recollections of Sr. Virginia Rodee. As a Nurse Historian Dean
Emerita Palmer kept numerous files, many of which are included in
this History. However, one often was forced to sift through numerous
weekly memos to ferret out and retrieve treasures of information. For
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example, there were many, many Palmer memos to President Hughes
concerning "freezing" or "suffocating" temperatures in Hahn Main's
newly built Lecture Hall 106.
After the death of Dean Emerita Janet Rodgers, I realized that
I would be the last USD Nursing Dean to have known both the
Founding and second Dean of the School of Nursing. At the reception
following Dean Rodgers' Memorial Mass, one of the administrators
stood next to me as we reviewed the poster depicting Dean Rodger's
professional life. I described that I felt somewhat alone since both of my
bookends are gone. She wisely replied, "But now, you will be one of the
bookends!" I decided then that someone needed to sketch a portrait of
Palmer's and Rogers' eras as Deans and how the School had progressed.
I never knew two women who differed more than these two Deans in
their world view, spiritual beliefs, political leanings, and personal style.
Yet, they both performed their jobs admirably.
In 2009, I asked Barbara Davenport to assist us with writing
the USD Nursing Times and, most importantly, in interviewing key
persons in the life of the School-alumni, students, faculty, donors,
and administrators. She did a great job, was responsible, professional,
a good writer, and a lovely person. When I decided chat I needed to
write a History of the School, she was a natural choice. I believed
individuals would feel more comfortable sharing thoughts, feelings,
and experiences regarding the School with someone not intimately
involved in its leadership or functioning.

In lace spring, 2015, a MEPN student who had completed her first
year requested an appointment with me. I met with the personable
young woman and was delighted to discover chat she was a straight ''N'
student. That was not often the reason for my meetings with individual
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students. The MEPN student wished to get my opinion regarding
various PhD Nursing programs, which I happily shared. Then I was
even more delighted to learn that this successful student was the great
granddaughter of Mrs. Muriel Hahn. The student had not told anyone
of her relationship with the School's founders, not wishing to garner
special attention or treatment. She gave me Mrs. Hahn's Photo and
Keepsake Album. I felt the History of our School of Nursing had come
full circle. I wished all those who had been a part of this School's past,
especially Mrs. Muriel Hahn, could have met with this successful
young woman today.
I wanted to write a documented testament to all that the Nursing
faculty, staff, students, administrators, and donors accomplished in our
decade and a half from 2003-2017; and that all of those who went
before us accomplished from 1974-2003. This History serves as a large
"Thank You Card" to them, and a map of where we have been for those
who come after us to carry forward.

XI
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~
.
BORN IN GRATITUDE

The terror usually struck in the middle of the night, when the halls
were utterly silent and only a dim light shone in the Nurses' Station.
That's when it began-the gasping, the feeling of suffocation and
drowning as fibrous lung tissue warred with life-saving oxygen. He
grasped for his call light knowing that the Student Nurse assigned
to night duty would respond. He knew that she would give him his
treatment, stay with him, talk to him, and ease the terror.
It was the winter of 1972 and Phillip Y. Hahn lay in his San Diego
hospital bed with an official diagnosis of Emphysema. 1 Most days he
could not walk; he was losing weight. Hahn feared the worst. Bue very
slowly, his condition improved. Phillip Y. Hahn left the hospital that
winter convinced that Nursing care had saved his life.
Phillip had lived in Rochester, New York building his family's
business the-Crosman Arms Company-from a small sporting arms
enterprise to a leading manufacturer of air rifles. Their most famous
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product, the Daisy Air Rifle, made Hahn a considerable fortune. After
retiring, Hahn and his wife, Muriel, moved to San Diego. His original

plan had been to bequeath his alma mater, Georgetown University, with
a large monetary gift. His latest hospitalization, however, drastically
altered that plan.
Hahn told his attorney, Bruce Wagner, that he now wanted to give
a gift to a Catholic University to start a School of Nursing. Wagner
was a trustee of the University of San Diego (USD), the new Catholic
University formed from the 1972 merger of the San Diego College for
Women and the University of San Diego College for Men and School
of Law. Wagner directed Hahn to Gilbert Brown, USD's vice president
for development. Hahn told Brown that he would like to make a gift
to USD that would address the needs of the San Diego community
by starting a School of Nursing. Hahn's gift, $1,000,000, was the
equivalent of $5,800,000 in 2017. It would be the largest single gift the
University or its predecessor colleges ever had received.
Since he arrived in 1971, USD's new President, Author E. Hughes,
3
had struggled to put the University on a solid financial footing. The
nuns of the Society of the Sacred Heart, who founded and ran the
College for Women, had kept their college finances solidly in the black.
The College for Men, however, had allowed students to pay portions
of their fees as they could; and it entirely subsidized the education
of seminarians. These policies led to an ever-growing deficit with the
Diocese of an Diego, the College's founder.
The College for Men's debt of $1,800,000 put the new University
in such tenuous financial straits that it could not secure its own line
of credit without the Diocese guarantee. A million dollars applied to
the deficit would be a lifeline; it could assure the University's future.
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Moreover, the Board of Trustees was not interested in a School
of Nursing.
Hahn, however, would not be deflected. He insisted that he wished
to give back to the Nursing profession in gratitude to the Nurses who
he believed had saved his life. Hahn's ultimatum was a simple one.
The University could begin a School of Nursing, or they could decline
his gift.
President Hughes and Provost Sr. Sally Furay agreed that a School
of Nursing would be a good fit with the University's mission. Also,
there was precedent. Since the mid-50's, the College for Women had
provided basic science courses and a program for Mercy Hospital's
Diploma Nursing School students to earn a USD Bachelor of Science
in Nursing degree. Sr. Furay had spoken with the California Board
of Nursing Education and Nursing Registration (BNENR) about
obtaining accreditation of the program, but found the cost to be
prohibitive, so Furay and Hughes had dropped the idea.
Hahn's offer now put the possibility of an accredited USD School
of Nursing back on the table. Hughes made a momentous decision. He
assigned Provost Furray with the task of creating the USD School of
Nursing and named her its Acting Dean. 4 She was Dean of a School
that did not yet exist.
Provost Sr. Sally Furay, PhD, JD, was a religious of the Order
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus who had taught English literature and
became Dean of the College for Women in 1967. Furay served as
the College for Women's chief advocate and negotiator as the 1972
merger to form USD evolved. Working with Furay on a structure for
the new University, Hughes had been impressed with her "clear-eyed
intelligence and her ability to take the long view." Hughes' judgment
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call was solid. Nursing could not have had a better advocate.
For the cask of developing a School of Nursing, "we needed
expertise," Furay recalled, "and we didn't have any." 5 What Provost
Furay did have was a consultative, collaborative style, and excellent
working relationships with academic administrators throughout San
Diego. She talked with executives at Mercy Hospital, which had closed
its diploma school in 1967; and she met with the Nursing Deans of San
Diego Scace University's School of Nursing and the newly established
Point Loma Nazarene University School of Nursing, and the executive
director of the California BNENR.
Furay also met with Paul Saltman, PhD, Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs at the University of California San Diego, who
referred her to an advisory group with the ponderous name of "The
Coordinating Council for Education in Health Sciences for San Diego
and Imperial Counties." This Council was comprised of representatives
from every educational entity in these two counties chat offered degree
programs in the health sciences. The minutes of the Council's meeting
in March, 1973 cite a "REQUEST FROM UNIVERSIT Y OF SAN
DIEGO FOR SUGGESTIO NS OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS
AT THE BACCALAUREATE LEVEL WHICH ARE NEEDED
IN SAN DIEGO."6
This request generated a lively discussion and the formation of a
Special Committee to develop recommendations. Provost Furay asked
for a swift response and the Special Committee convened within
one week7-warp speed for an academic body. Most of its discussion
focused on the need to provide Registered Nurses (RNs), most of
whom had graduated from hospital diploma programs, with education
at the Baccalaureate level.

4
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Throughout the

1960's, the American Nurses Association

advocated that the Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) was the
educational foundation for professional Nursing practice. 8 ln 1973, the
vast majority ofRNs in San Diego had trained at hospital-run diploma
schools or two-year community colleges. Area RN's who wanted to
pursue a BSN saw very limited opportunity. Most BSN programs were
four-year courses designed for 18-year olds. There were few spaces open
to applicants who already were RNs.
The Special Committee strongly supported the "professionalization
of Nursing," and recommended that USD develop a "second step"
program, tailored for RN's to earn a BSN. Its report cited a San Diego
State School of Nursing Survey that identified 323 currently employed
RN's who had voiced interest in such a program, adding that there
were "thousands of Nurses in San Diego County who can't move up
professionally because they don't have a degree." The focus on adult
learners and advanced education for professional Nurses became part
of the USD School of Nursing's DNA, built in before it had hired
faculty, broken ground for a building, or admitted its first student.
In the summer of 1973, Provost Furay invited representatives of all
Nursing programs in San Diego and Imperial Counties to a meeting
to hear their views and recommendations for an RN-to-BSN program.
She discussed her plan with Phillip Hahn, who was delighted.
On September 28, 1973, the University's Board of Trustees
considered this motion: "Therefore, be it resolved that the University
of San Diego hereby gratefully accepts the gift of Phillip Y. Hahn
and hereby establishes a permanent endowment fund to be known as
the Hahn Fund for the School of Health Sciences, and furthermore,
hereby authorizes and establishes the Hahn School of Health Sciences

5
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and authorizes the administration to proceed in such manner so as to
begin this program as of September 1, 1974."9 The positive vote was
unanimous.
Several variations of the School's name were in play between 1973
and 1975. In accepting Phillip Hahn's gift, the Board referred to the
"School of Health Sciences." This name may reflect the Board's effort
to stake out as broad a territory as they could for the use of the Hahn
endowment. The archival record does not include any discussion of the
School's name or documentation of the shift. The self-study document
written in the fall of 1975 for the National League for Nursing refers to
the School as the Phillip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
The University's public affairs office sent out a press release
announcing the intention to establish a BSN program for RN's. The
new USD Phillip Y. Hahn School of Nursing immediately received
420 inquiries from RNs hoping to study for the BSN. le did not yet
have a Dean, a faculty, a building, a curriculum, clinical placement
agreements, or state accreditation. The School was scheduled to open
in less than a year.
Provost Sally Furay wrote a formal proposal for the new USD
School of Nursing to the California BNENR and submitted it in
October 1973. 10 She attended the Board's November meeting in Los
Angeles, at which a board member praised her work as, "one of the
most beautiful and sophisticated feasibility studies I've seen since I've
been on the board." 11
Furay's proposal included letters from twelve colleges, agencies, and
planning bodies in support of the proposed School, including Mercy
Hospital, University of California San Diego School of Medicine,
the Veterans Administration, Grossmont and Mesa Community

6
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Colleges, the Visiting Nurses Association, the San Diego Health
Care Facilities Association, El Centro Community Hospital, and the
Imperial-Riverside-San Diego Counties Joint Health Planning
Association. Mesa College noted that graduates of its two year
program were placed in supervisory assignments for which they
were not sufficiently prepared. The Department of the Navy Balboa
Regional Medical Center commented on the educational opportunity
for their commissioned and civilian Nurses. The Allied Home Health
Association and San Diego Department of Public Health saw the
potential for a more knowledgeable staff. Mercy Hospital's executive
director stated that, "We would be pleased to offer our clinical facilities
in any area." 12 The Coordinating Council's letter is typical of all of these
letters' encouraging tone. In January, 1974, the California BNENR
gave its approval to the new School. It now needed a Dean.

7
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.
STARTING FROM SCRATCH

On a spring day in 1974, three people walked the length of the
campus of the new University of San Diego in animated conversation:
Author Hughes, the tall, courtly first President; his Provost, Sr. Sally
Furay, Acting Dean of the School of Nursing; and a diminutive woman
in a stylishly cut wool suit who carried herself like the commander of
an elite military unit.
President Hughes and Provost Furay agreed that the new School
should have a leader of the first rank, an eminent scholar and academic
leader. Furay remembered, ''Art Hughes and I knew chis was going to
cost us money." 13
Furay had placed announcements seeking a Dean in Nursing in
higher education periodicals. The applications poured in, more than
she or Hughes expected. The strongest candidates were Nursing faculty
and administrators from Boston University, New York University, the
University of Pennsylvania, and Yale. The East Coast Schools were
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Nursing's aristocracy, che academic strongholds chat had transformed
Nursing education from proprietary schools controlled by hospitals
into a recognized and growing professional discipline. The applicants'
curriculum vitae glowed with impressive accomplishments, evidences

of leadership, and publications. Furay and Hughes marveled chat such
distinguished academics would wane co come co an obscure startup
School in Southern California.
The candidate that most interested them was this self-possessed
woman whom they had invited to San Diego for interviews. Irene
Sabelberg Palmer held a PhD from New York University, arguably the
most distinguished graduate program in the profession at that time. i 4
Palmer was an accomplished scholar of Florence Nightingale, the
founder of modern Nursing. As a Major in the Army Nurse Corps,
Palmer had served at Letterman Army Hospital in San Francisco and
Walter Reed Hospital in Washington, DC. Palmer also had consulted
with the US Public Health Service, and had been Director of Nursing
for Glenn Dale Hospital, an enormous public health and tuberculosis
hospital in DC.
Palmer had taught at Georgetown, served as Assistant Dean at the
University of Colorado School of Nursing, and currently was Dean
and Professor at Boston University's School of Nursing, where she
directed the largest graduate Nursing program in the country. In an era
when Doctoral degrees comprised .05% of all Nursing degrees granted,
Boston University's School ofNursing conferred over a dozen doctorates
every year. is Palmer's network of connections in federal agencies, which
at that time were quite generous in funding the Nursing profession,
enabled her to bring millions of dollars in grants to Boston University.
During her interview, Palmer was formidably articulate, and

9
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her comments char day reflected a deep and scholarly knowledge of
Nursing's past and an ambitious vision of its future. "She knew Nursing
education as well as anyone in che country," Hughes said. "She cook che
time co educate me about aspects of Nursing Education chat I knew
nothing abouc." 16
President Hughes cold Dr. Palmer chat he had no preconceived
notion about whether the new School would always be an undergraduate
RN-co-BSN program only, or a graduate School as well. They would
look co her for direction. This prospect had Dr. Palmer's full attention.
She had strong convictions about where the Nursing profession needed
co go and President Hughes was offering her an open ticket co build a
School co cake it there.
During the campus tour, Hughes and Furay worried whether there
was enough in their fledgling University to interest Dr. Irene Palmer.
Founders Hall was an impressive building, but Nursing would be just
one of its many programs jostling for space. Nursing faculty would
be obliged co share classrooms with several ocher departments. They
showed Palmer che future Dean's tiny office.
Sr. Furay wondered why chis scholar and leader at che pinnacle
of academic Nursing would wane co move co a brand new University
and a startup School with no crack record, not even a building. She
and President Hughes wanted co be sure that Dr. Palmer would leave
San Diego with a good understanding of the University and the blank
canvas she would face.
That evening the President and Provost cook Palmer co dinner in
downtown San Diego. Sr. Furay, no longer able co contain herself,
questioned their guest as co why she would wane co leave Boston
University and her deanship co come co chis new School. Dr. Palmer
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fixed her with a look that would melt titanium. "Nursing is going
to change radically in the next twenty years. I want co get in on the
ground floor and do it right." 17
Sr. Furay looked across the table at President Hughes. Hughes
looked back at her. They had their Dean.

In July, 1974, President Hughes advised the Board of the Trustees
chat "a dean has been appointed but an announcement cannot be made
until she has resigned from her present position. She will begin her
work here February 1, 1975." 18 Her salary was $25,000, the equivalent
of $116,000 in 2017. In the Board's minutes the School is referred to as
the "School of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences." Sr. Furay happily
relinquished her title of Acting Dean.
A month lacer, the University released an announcement of Dr. Irene
Palmer's appointment as Dean of the Hahn School of Nursing. The
Hahn School of Nursing announced chat it was accepting applications
for its program of study for RNs leading co the BSN degree. Classes
would start in January of 1975. Its informational brochure stated that,
"the purpose of the Nursing major is to prepare a generally educated
person who will be prepared to assume a Nursing leadership role in
meeting the healthcare needs of society. A graduate of the program will
be equipped for beginning practice in Family Health Nursing."
Two hundred fifty RNs submitted applications. Sr. Furay
forwarded the applications to Dean Palmer, who, though still in
Boston, made the admissions decisions. Dean Palmer hired Frances
Geddo, MSN, and Claire Gulino, MSN, EdD candidate, both at the
rank of assistant professor. 19 Palmer, working from Boston, and her
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new colleagues in San Diego put together a curriculum that reflected
Dean Palmer's convictions about the importance of a family-centered
approach to health promotion, the profound influences of culture on
health practices and beliefs, and her commitment co social justice.
The BSN curriculum was presented within a framework of
Christian values. Palmer continued co invoke this framework in other
initiatives for new academic programs. It offered the Trustees a familiar
reference point and a comfortable congruence with the University's
mission and goals. The framework also was an excellent fit for Dean
Palmer, as they were her life values. She was a devout Catholic all of her
life and was pleased to be working within a Catholic institution. Dean
Palmer arrived in San Diego in December, 1974, (earlier than originally
planned) with her mother and her sixteen year-old son, Andrew.
In January, 1975, fourteen RN students started the program with
a timetable to graduate in May, 1976. In addition co their classes and
clinical commitments, all of the students worked full or part-time. By
the fall of 1975, the School's second semester in operation, the student
body had increased co 76 students, 35 full-time and 41 part-time.
Barbara Odom, an African American single mother with two sons
ages eight and eleven, was part of the second class, and representative
of the adult learners the School aimed to serve. Odum worked the

11-7 shift at the Veterans Administration Hospital so that she could
rake her sons to school and co baseball and soccer. She cook Tuesday
and Thursday as her days off of work and spent them in class. She
remembered char, "Dean Palmer knew every one of us, and when she
talked to you, you'd feel motivated to go higher."
A year into the program, faced with a hostile work supervisor,
money problems, and chronic lack of sleep, Odom felt she could not
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continue. She made an appointment with Dean Palmer co cell her
she was resigning from rhe program. The Dean heard her our. She
urged her co go home and think about where she would be in five
years and how she would feel then about her decision. Odom thought
about what she wanted for herself and her sons. She came back and
told Dean Palmer she would be staying. "She was my heart. She kept
me going." 20
In 1976, the faculty comprised four full-rime and three part-time
professors. The new School readily earned the respect of the healthcare community for the quality of its students and the quality of
its instruction. Dean Palmer raised her sights. Of about 50 RN-roBSN programs in the country at the time, only four were accredited.
Securing national accreditation would add considerable luster to the
young School's reputation. In the fall of 1975, Palmer applied to rhe
National League for Nursing (NLN) for accreditation of a School that
was all of twelve months old. 2 1
Palmer understood what she was taking on. She had steered Boston
University through a successful reaccredirarion, chaired its curriculum
committee, and served as an NLN site visitor for other Schools. She
cultivated an extensive network of relationships with leaders in Nursing
Education across the country. The Self Study document submitted to
the NLN in December, 1975 ran 295 pages; and it covered every aspect
of the School's and the University's governance, the School's relation
to the University, the credentials of the faculty, the curriculum, its
teaching facilities, and it clinical placements.
The NLN site visit took place in February, 1976. The site visitors
apparently liked what they saw; three months later the NLN granted
the Phillip Y. Hahn School of Nursing full initial accreditation for
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eight years, the longest allowable period. For a School that had not yet
graduated its first class, such a vote of long-range confidence from the
national accrediting body was extraordinary.
As the 1975-76 academic year wound to a close, Dean Irene
Sabelberg Palmer had much about which to be proud. The RN-toBSN program addressed a significant community need. In May, 1976,
thirteen of the fourteen members of the initial class graduated; and
they received their BSN's from an NLN-accredited School. That May
the School celebrated its achievements with a Champagne Reception.
Local nursing executives and hospital administrators already had
approached Dean Palmer about the need for graduate education for
their staff. 22
Even as Dean Palmer celebrated these gains, she had a larger
agenda in mind. From her office in Founders Hall, she could look
across Marian Way to a wide, grassy expanse. There was ample space
for a building.

14
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"WE HAVE TO HAVE A BUILDING"

In the winter of 1975, as the Hahn School of Nursing's first students
started their inaugural semester, and the new Dean was seeding into
her Founders Hall office, which she would lacer describe as her "broom
closec," 23 a letter arrived from the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, United States Public Health Service, Division of Nursing
(USPHS). The letter invited Schools of Nursing co apply for capitation
grants to build instructional facilities.
The culture and federal government was conducive to and supportive
of Nursing education and the building of Nursing Schools. Lyndon B.
Johnson, as part of his domestic policy for the "Great Society," had
signed the Nurse Training Act of 1965, which he described as, "the
most significant Nursing legislation in the history of our country."
In his remarks upon signing the bill, Johnson proclaimed, "blessed
with the gifts of healing and with a wise and understanding heart,
nurses perform a viral role in maintaining and strengthening America's

15
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health services .. . yet we are critically short of the nurses that we
need .. .. Hospitals have been obliged to fill vacancies with people who
are poorly trained." (Public papers of the President, 1963-64 Book II).
From Dean Palmer's perspective, the USPHS letter arrived right on
schedule. Since the day she accepted the fledgling School's Deanship,
she knew it deserved a building of its own. Sr. Furay recalled chat, "the
first thing she did when she arrived in San Diego was call up people she
24
knew in Washington and said, 'We have to have a building."'
Palmer's goal was an ambitious one. Bringing it to fruition

would require patience, tenacity, and enormous sustained effort.
Palmer possessed all of these qualities and she knew she was right.
This emboldened her to seize opportunities, and where necessary, to
create them.
She discussed the USPHS announcement with President Hughes,
and the possibility of a building underwritten with federal money.
Although neither the University nor its predecessor colleges ever had
sought or accepted federal funds for construction, Hughes was open to
the idea. He encouraged Palmer to pursue it.
The grant application was due in March. That semester, in addition
to teaching, learning the University's administrative ecosystem,
developing curricula with her faculty, interviewing new faculty
candidates, and making a home in her new city, Dean Palmer also
wrote the grant application. She was familiar with federal grant-making
processes, and was not surprised to have the application returned to her
office in June with a list of questions and requests for clarifications. She
spent the summer addressing the feds' concerns, and before the fall
semester started, the revised grant was on its way back to Washington. 25
Dean Palmer equally understood the need for private donors and
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the value of personal relationships. From the time she arrived, she
extended herself to Phillip and Muriel Hahn, inviting them to School
functions, taking them to dinner, and helping them understand
and appreciate the far-reaching beneficial effects of their gift both
for Nursing students and for San Diego chat would benefit from
well-prepared graduate nurses.
Unfortunately, Phillip Hahn's health continued to decline and he
died in 1976. Muriel Hahn, however, maintained a lively interest in
the School of Nursing and was named to the University's Board of
Trustees. Dr. Ruth Grendell, a member of the first USD class of Master's
Nursing students, remembers that Dean Palmer invited Mrs. Hahn
to the student-faculty potluck dinners at the start of each semester.
On one occasion, when Mrs. Hahn was making her goodbyes, the
Dean wrapped some zucchini bread in a linen napkin, put the parcel
in Grendell's hands, and said, "Take this to Mrs. Hahn and walk her
to her car." 26

In December, 1976, Palmer received the marvelous news that the
USPHS Nursing Division approved her grant to build USD's new
School of Nursing for a budget of $1,440,168 (the 2017 equivalent
being $6,195,658). The federal contribution would be $1,080,126,
75% of the cost. Washington's approval was Palmer's first hurdle.
Obtaining funds to pay for another 25% of the building was her
mountain. Washington warned Palmer that although the capitation
grant was approved, the University would have to guarantee the other
25%, $360,042, before the Division of Nursing could actually provide
grant funds for building co begin. 27
Dean Palmer approached her ally, Muriel Hahn, and explained the
federal funding process. If the School could not find donors to support
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chat final 25%, the proposal could wither in federal limbo; and the new
building, so essential to the growth of the Hahn School, might never
be built. Dean Palmer also cold Mrs. Hahn chat if she could donate
these funds, nor only would che new building become a reality, but
it also would be named in her honor. Sr. Furay, who was party co che
negotiations chat followed said, "Muriel Hahn thought char was che
best deal she'd ever heard." 28
In April, 1976, che Hahn School of Nursing announced a gift of
$360,000 co begin building the University of San Diego Muriel Marsh
Hahn Nursing Pavilion (The only building named a "Pavilion" at the
University, co the present day). Within two months, Washington's
Division of Nursing sent word chat funds were approved and
forthcoming. As required by all federal capitation grants, the School of
Nursing would have exclusive use of the Hahn Pavilion, although the
building would be pare of the University's campus.
The University's planning machinery kicked into high gear.
Interestingly, even though Palmer had written a successful funding
grant, and secured its required marching gift, the Vice Presidents of
Development and Financial Affairs controlled most aspects of the
project: the selection of an architect; final approval on design; bids for
construction; and navigating the complexities of contracts, compliance,
and cash flow. For che most pare, Palmer tolerated all of these "ocher
cooks bustling around in her kitchen."
Throughout her tenure at the University of San Diego, Palmer
regarded President Hughes as her intellectual equal, her ally, and a good
friend. He created her with respect and he admired her. Inevitably, he
could not always deliver exactly what she wanted.
On one issue in particular Palmer stood in direct conflict with
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Hughes, and revealed an aspect of her personality that would be
intermittently problematic for her and the School. Dean Palmer insisted
that the new School of Nursing stand at the east end of the University's
expanse, next to the diocesan office and near the Law School. This is
where she always had envisioned it as she looked out her office window,
as she wrote and rewrote grant applications, and as she courted Muriel
Hahn. President Hughes was equally firm that the School of Nursing
stand across from Founders Hall.
Hughes vividly remembered the meeting with Palmer in which he
made it clear chat the new School of Nursing building would, in fact,
be built across from Founders Hall. She was prudent to avoid verbal
outbursts with him; instead she withdrew into glacial silence. "She
stormed out of my office, and didn't speak to me for two months!"
Two months was a very long time for a Dean to refuse any
communication with the University's President, especially in this
relatively young, small, parochial University in the midst of a building
project and initiation of a new Master's degree. Palmer continued to
attend meetings of the President's cabinet, che assemblage of all the
Deans, and she always was courteous. But she initiated no conversation,
sent no memos, and in public situations she was remote, making it
clear to Hughes that he was receiving a very cold shoulder.
As was frequently the case during Dean Palmer's administration,
it fell to Sr. Furay to resolve these issues. She sat down with Palmer
and said, "Irene, this has got to stop. You and Art are going to have
to

work together. You know that he's supportive of you." 29 To her

credit, when Palmer was confronted firmly and empachically with the
consequences of her behavior, she could step away from it and resume
her adult persona.
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The conflictual episode about the building's location was the first
but it would not be the last. As Hughes, Sr. Furay, and

chool of

Nursing faculty came to learn, such episodes came with the territory of
Irene Palmer's deanship. She was a distinguished scholar and teacher,
a visionary leader, a generous colleague, and an effective manager with
the skills and character that such accomplishments require. She also
was extraordinarily kind to students and humbly dismissed special
luxuries for hersel£
However, Palmer could exhibit an unseccling strong persona
regardless of her short tiny frame. She could be deeply attached to her
own ideas and convinced of her utter rightness. When the support
she expected was not forthcoming, she easily was wounded. Students,
colleagues, and functionaries of ocher University departments who
failed to meet her high expectations felt che sting of her response, in
che withering look, che care reprimand, the lacerating memo.
The University of San Diego Muriel Marsh Hahn Nursing Pavilion
was located across from Founders Hall. Tucker Sadler Architecture firm
was awarded che design contract for the new building. They presented
plans for a building of 20,000 square feet, with classrooms, seminar
rooms, student and faculty lounges, and faculty and administrative
offices. le would be equipped with scate-of-che-arc audiovisual
instructional equipment. C.E. Wylie was engaged as general contractor.
Groundbreaking ceremonies cook place in September 1977, with
hard hats and, for Muriel Hahn, a gold plated shovel. Dean Palmer
observed chat "che School has emerged from ic chrysalis and is now
expectantly standing at che future threshold of its new home." 30
The Hahn Pavilion was che first building to be added to the campus
in fourteen years. It was a major statement about che importance of
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che School of Nursing on che campus and in San Diego. In academic
settings, a building often symbolizes a trophy, an indicator of an
individual's and a School's power and influence.
Dean Palmer's standing rose in Alcala Park and in the local and
national academic nursing community. Power and influence mattered
co her, not for her personal aggrandizement, bur because they helped
her accomplish her vision: a School of Nursing that would produce
leaders who would transform the profession.
As the new structure rose on Marian Way, the School continued
to grow. In late January of 1977, seventeen students in the new Master
of Science in Nursing program began classes; by December, 1978,
six of chem had completed requirements and received their MSN's.
A three-year grant from the W K Kellogg Foundation for $355,400,
1978-1980, supported the hiring of new faculcy. By mid-1978, nine
full time faculty positions were filled and enrollment stood at 75 full
and pare-time students.
In her 1978 report on the status of the School, Dean Palmer wrote
that among the seven schools of nursing in San Diego County, the
University of San Diego's Hahn School was the only one that had its
own building. 31 The report's tone is restrained, but Dean Palmer's pride
and satisfaction brim over the page.

In January, 1979, Dean Palmer's dream of having "a visible,
32
clearly identifiable building designated for the School of Nursing"
was realized. University dignitaries and Nursing luminaries gathered
for the dedication of the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion, the new home
of the Phillip Y. Hahn School of Nursing. Dean Palmer's scrapbook
commemorating the dedication on January 12, 1979 is filled with
congratulatory notes from friends and colleagues across the country. The
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ceremonies included an academic procession and special recognition
of Mrs. Hahn for her personal and financial support of the School
and the University. Honorary doctorates were conferred on Mary Ann
Garrigan, RN, ED, FAAN, Professor of Nursing at Boston University,
and Martha Rogers, RN, ScD, FAAN, Professor in the Division of
Nursing at New York University.
Dean Palmer's remarks from that day have not been preserved, but
an article in the San Diego Evening Tribune on the eve of the building's
dedication illustrates Dean Palmer's articulate and forceful advocacy
for her profession.

7he nurse with a baccalaureate degree possesses professional expertise,
the initiative and the ability for critical thinking necessary to meet diverse
health needs of a complex changing society. . . . As more and more nurses
become educated professionals, it's likely that notoriously low pay scales
for nurses will rise. Hospitals always have undervalued the contributions
of the RN . .. because they do not value the services she can provide. But
as patients begin demanding such services, hospitals will likely be forced
into such recognition. And with the help of qualified nurses in leadership
positions, this recognition ofthe value ofnurses should be reflected in pay. 33
The Evening Tribune's coverage also shows that Palmer used the
occasion to lay the groundwork for the school 's next step. She cited a
recent Congressional study that anticipated a 568% increase in health
science advanced degrees over the next ten years. 34 Just five years old,
the School of Nursing had become a presence in San Diego and was
gaining national attention. The building was completed. But there was
so much more to do.
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Irene Palmer always spoke and wrote of Nursing as an autonomous
and learned profession and brought that vision with her to San Diego.
In her thinking, the future of the profession and the future of the
School of Nursing were tightly intertwined. She believed the Hahn
School simply had to become a place to educate the next generation
of leaders. She spelled out her thinking in a 1984 report: "The School
of Nursing was founded upon the premise that the Nurse is an
autonomous, independent professional Practitioner." 35 She wanted the
School to set a model of excellence in San Diego, the southwest, and the
nation. Its influence would be derived from the quality of its students,
its faculty, clinical work, executive leadership, and original research.
They would become leaders who promoted Nursing's development as
an autonomous and learned profession.
By 1976, the young School was firmly established. By its second
year, the RN-to-BSN program was meeting a significant need in the
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Nursing community. All of the faculty either held Doctorates or were
Doctoral candidates. This was a considerable achievement at a time
when only about 0.15 percent of the American Nurse work force held
Doctoral degrees. 36
In 1977, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare reported
that of the 961,000 Registered Nurses in the United States, only 3%,

(28,830) had attained a Master's or Doctoral degree. The minimum
number of Nurses needed to fill openings that required an advanced
degree in Schools of Nursing, health care facilities, the military, and
federal agencies was 15% or 115,320. This four-fold shortfall augured
future manpower shortages and was of great concern to federal
grant makers. The new building made the School a "distinct, visible
presence" on campus, provided essential room to grow, and enhanced
the School's standing within the University and community. The time
was ripe to focus on graduate education.
Palmer wrote: 7he School had not yet graduated its first class when
community pressure for a Master of Science in Nursing program began to
be exerted upon the dean and the faculty of the School. For many years,
nurses, their employers, and other concerned citizens in San Diego had
identified the tremendous need for a graduate university program in
nursing. Various obstacles in the public sector could not be surmounted.37

Given chat graduate nursing education was her highest priority and
che greatest need locally and nationally, Palmer convened a working
group of representatives from local healthcare institutions chat had
exerted pressure to develop a Nursing Master's degree program. The
Kellogg Foundation grant chat was funded over 1978-80 had not
only supported the hiring of new faculty and expansion of the BSN
program, but also the enhancement of students' ethnic and cultural
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competence, a media learning resource center, and the launch of an
MSN program. Without the Kellogg funding, it is unlikely chat the
MSN could have been offered as quickly as it was.
The Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) degree was listed as
a discussion item for the October, 1976 meeting of the University's
Academic Affairs Committee. The minutes indicate that Sr. Furay spoke
as Dean Palmer "was unavoidably out of town." The minutes continue:
"[Sr. Furay] noted chat chis program was an implicit condition of the
Nursing building construction grant." 38 The community pressure for
an MSN made a persuasive narrative and Dean Palmer had laid the
groundwork for an MSN program as she wrote her successful Federal
Capitation and Kellogg grams. President Hughes and Sr. Furay had to
be aware of these expectations as these grants were being written.
In November, 1976, Palmer drafted a press release announcing the
Nursing Master's Degree Program and in December the University
approved the new degree. Palmer's press release stated that San Diego
was the ninth largest metropolitan area in the country, and until then,
the only one of the nine without a graduate program in nursing. The
new program would be the first MSN south of Los Angeles and west
of Tucson. It offered:
a concentration in family health nursing, including preparation for
the positions of teacher or administrator-manager, provided through
theoretical and practical experiences designed to prepare the graduate to
assume a beginning position in one of those roles. Within the concept of
Family Health, the student will undertake theoretical and clinical study
of health maintenance and health promotion of families along the life
continuum: Beginning Families; Families with School-Age Children; 7he
Middle Years; Aging Families. Every developmental stage presents crises
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and stress which require reorganization ofthe life ofthe family, and present
rich opportunities for nursing intervention. 39
On January 31, 1977, seventeen MSN students started classes.
As with the RN-to-BSN program, most of the MSN students were
working either full or part-time. By the time of the new building's
groundbreaking ceremony in September, 1977, the Master's students
had completed a semester and summer school, and were launching
into their second semester. Fourteen MSN students, the School's first,
graduated in 1978.
These events are reconstructed from Palmer's report of 1978, from
the brief history of the School she wrote in 1984 for the School's Tenth
anniversary, from her draft of the press release announcing the MSN
program, and from recollections from Ruth Grendell, MSN, DNSc,
who was a member of the first MSN cohort. Other documents,
including the proposal to the Kellogg Foundation, the local working
group's proposal, the School ofNursing's proposal for a graduate degree,
the communications between Dean Palmer and the faculty, and with
President Hughes and Sr. Furay have not been preserved.
Over the next three years, as the Kellogg grant phased out, the
University assumed funding for all five faculty positions. This was a
substantial financial commitment, the largest that the University had
undertaken for the new School, and reflects a growing confidence in
the School's direction. By 1982, School of Nursing faculty held ten
University-funded faculty positions.
Dean Palmer believed chat research and theory building were the
intellectual bedrock on which the future of the School and the profession
would be built. Sr. Furay recalled chat the Dean would not hire faculty
40
without Doctoral degrees. "She said, 'That is where nursing is going."'
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A strong commitment to research would attract the most accomplished
faculty and the most promising students. Palmer succeeded in recruiting
faculty with Doctorates who conducted research and could teach
research skills. The growing corps of Doctorally prepared faculty also
positioned the School for Palmer's ultimate goal, which she had held
from the day she accepted the Deanship-to develop a PhD program
in Nursing at the University of San Diego.
Dr. Phoebe Lee was recruited from San Diego State University and
assumed the new position of Assistant Dean. She invited her colleague,
Dr. Patricia Roth, to apply for a faculty position; and Roth joined the
Hahn faculty in 1980. Roth taught courses focusing on the "Mature
and Aging Family" in the Family Health sequence, and "Preparation
for Teaching," and co-taught an ethics course on "Death and Dying"
with a philosophy professor. She remembers arriving to a very new
building, with many faculty offices standing empty. In the next few
years, those offices began to fill.
Evelyn Anderson, PhD, arrived in 1979 from the University ofTexas
Health Science Center in San Antonio with strong research credentials.
Her research focused on stressors for returning RN students and for
Nursing faculty; and she taught research skills and supervised graduate
students. Anderson advocated for faculty to be clinically active; and,
in an era before the condition was mentionable, she co-founded and
treated patients in the University of California San Diego Menopause
Clinic. Anderson recalled her six years at the School as, "the most
productive of my life." Janet Blenner joined the faculty in 1979, as she
was finishing her Doctorate at New York University.
The School of Nursing was becoming a dynamic system supporting
faculty and students with a widening range of research and clinical
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interests. In 1978, the first MSN class formed the Graduate Nursing
Students' Association. That same year, Dean Palmer asked Anderson to
work with students on founding a student honor society. The student
group would be a first step toward applying for chapter membership in
Sigma Theta Tau, Nursing's International Honor Society. Sigma Theta
Tau's strong support of research would contribute to the culture that
Palmer and her faculty strove to create, of valuing Nursing scholarship
and research.
The student honor society organized several research conferences
and invited outstanding Nurse scholars to campus as speakers. Invited
speakers included Virginia Henderson, Martha Rogers, and Sister
Callista Roy. In 1980, the University of San Diego Nursing Honor
Society applied for chartering as a chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, and
after a successful site visit, the Zeta Mu Chapter was chartered in 1982.
Eventually, the University of San Diego and Point Loma Nazarene
College chapters merged to form the Zera Mu chapter at large. The
intricacies as to how this occurred is not known but Dean Palmer was
not in favor of the merger, believing char the Zeta Mu chapter should
remain a solo entity.
Mary Fallon Smith, MSN '81, was a member of the initial class
of Zera Mu. She came to the School from Massachusetts, attracted
by the program in Family Health Nursing. The quality of the faculty
impressed her, and she particularly remembered Dr. Phoebe Lee as an
excellent mentor.
Dean Palmer was elected as a Fellow of the American Academy
of Nursing (FAAN) in 1978. The press release from the Academy
showcased Palmer's research credentials, citing her work on the
History of Nursing. "Through her support, the Nursing Archive
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at Boston University's Mugar Memorial Library became the official
archival repository for the American Nursing Association. Her
combined research, publications, and speeches chat acknowledge the
Nursing Archive have helped emphasize this important dimension
of Nursing." 41
In 1979, President Carter signed the 1964 Nurse Training Act
Amendments, which he had pocket-vetoed the previous year. The
legislation funded, among other things, traineeships for Nurse
Practitioners (NPs) and Nurse Anesthetists. As Assistant Dean at the
University of Colorado School of Nursing, where the country's first
NP program was developed within the school of medicine, Dean
Palmer had opposed the initiative. By the late 70's, the number of NP
programs was growing, supported by funds from the Nurse Training
Act and private foundations eager to support new models in health care.
Acceptance of Advanced Practice Nurses had grown among healthcare
providers, in the general population, and within Nursing. Demand for
NP programs was running high.
Dean Palmer's views evolved. She decided that the School should
offer NP specializations within the Master's program. The San Diego
psychiatric nursing community was especially eager to see such a
program begin, and Palmer learned of a $1,000,000 National Institute
of Mental Health (NIMH) grant to fund MSN programs that prepared
Psychiatric Nurse Practitioners. Palmer later wrote, "So keen was their
interest that a dedicated community worked with Dr. Janet Blenner
and the Dean to develop a grant in six weeks, which was funded by
NIMH for a five year period." 42
The Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner specialization opened in 1979
and ran for the length of the grant. The program averaged about
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eight students and Dr. Blenner recalled that all of her graduates
found positions commensurate with their education. In 1984, as the
NIMH grant was winding down, Dr. Blenner was awarded a Robert
Wood Johnson fellowship for post-Doctoral study at the University
of California San Francisco as a Clinical Nurse Scholar. When the
NIMH grant ended in 1985, the Psychiatric Nurse Practitioner
program was terminated, Palmer wrote, for lack of funds and lack of
student enrollment. Although community need had not decreased,
local lack of interest in psychiatric nursing as a specialty mirrored the
same national disinterest chat persists to chis day.
The San Diego Unified School District also was eager to have its
School Nurses certified as NPs. Here was a large pool of potential
MSN students and a likely source of employment for graduates. Dean
Palmer determined char the School should offer an NP specialization
in School Nursing. Evy Anderson cold her chat the person co start
chat program in San Diego was her former colleague, Dr. Rosemary
Goodyear.
Goodyear had started an NP program at the University of Texas
Healch Science Center in San Antonio, and she understood the
considerable personal and professional demands involved in designing
a new program in a new community. She considered the University
of San Diego's compensation package and San Diego's substantially
higher cost of living. Goodyear cold Dean Palmer chat she could nor
cake the position for the salary she had been offered. Negotiations
ensued. Goodyear finally secured an acceptable offer and arrived at the
School in 1980. Dean Palmer lacer cold her chat, "you were the only
faculcy chat has come back co negotiace." 43 The transaction established
an understanding between these two strong-minded women.
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For two years, Goodyear navigated the byzantine credentialing
requirements for School Nurses prescribed by the state's Department
of Education. She developed curriculum and assembled a network of
clinical preceptors in the community. Given the institutional barriers,
persistent anxiety about the role and function of School NPs, and the
dearth of NP's in the School Nurse community, progress was not as
fast as Goodyear or Palmer had hoped. The Dean asked Professor
Goodyear when the program would start. Goodyear told her it would
start when it was ready. Palmer was not happy with the response; but
she wanted a program of high quality, and she accepted the answer.
The NP program admitted its first students in 1982. A Family NP
specialization soon followed.
In 1980, Dean Palmer took a semester's sabbatical for a postDoctoral fellowship in History at Boston University. She had devoted
more than a decade to the scholarly study of Florence Nightingale,
and the fellowship enabled Palmer to focus on this work and refine her
skills in historical research. Assistant Dean Phoebe Lee oversaw the
School in her absence.
In 1982, the School graduated 26 BSN students and 27 MSN
students. Graduate education was now firmly established at the Hahn
School of Nursing. As the faculty continued to develop specializations
within the MSN, Dean Palmer looked ahead. A PhD Nursing Program
was in her sights.
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By 1982, Hahn's MSN program had more well-qualified applicants
than it could accommodate. Faculty were developing new areas of focus,
including three specializations within the Nurse Practitioner program.
In its eighth year, the School had ten University-funded faculty
positions, which the Dean had succeeded in filling with professors such
as Patricia Roth, Janet Harrison, and Rosemary Goodyear, who had
Doctorates and research credentials, and thus could supervise Doctoral
students. The Sigma Theta Tau chapter was chartered formally in May
of 1982, with Karen Zappone as its president, 89 new members, and
11 transfer members.
The School submitted its Self-Study to the National League for
Nursing, and again was granted the maximum accreditation, through
1990. Dean Palmer and her faculty had built the School's foundation
deep and solid, fully capable of supporting a larger academic edifice.
They were ready to launch a Doctoral Program.
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Health care was now the third largest industry in the United Scates.
Medical interventions and the requisite care had become more complex,
and the ?O's and early 80's saw rising public expectations of health
care, and also rising dissatisfaction with its shortfalls. Increased health
care complexity demanded intellectually and clinically sophisticated
Nurses. Highly educated Nurses would understand complex medical
systems issues, raise questions, and challenge assumptions about
accepted practices.
Expanding health care organizations recognized chis and developed
clinical and managerial roles chat required Nurses with Doctoral
degrees. Nurses' expectations about their work also had changed. They
now expected co move into leadership positions; and they needed the
education chat would support chem.
In 1982, approximately 2,068 Nurses, less than one percent of
the profession, held Doctorates.44 Schools of Nursing, especially, were
acutely aware of the need for more knowledgeable professors and
academic administrators. In 1974, seven Nursing schools in the US
offered a Doctorate in Nursing; by 1982, twenty-four schools had
mounted Doctoral programs. All 24 schools were forced to turn away
excellent candidates because they did not have sufficient Doctorallyprepared faculty to teach them.
The University of San Diego offered an EdD from the School of
Education and a JD from the Law School, but no ocher Doctorates
were offered or contemplated. As Dr. Irene Sabelberg Palmer considered
implementing a USD Nursing Doctorate, she exercised Florence
Nightingale's favored tactic for affecting institutional changed pressure. "
C
"·mrorme
As Nightingale first strove to improve health care in the British
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Army, every initiative and change chat she proposed had crashed against
scone walls of administrative intransigence. Nightingale then designed
a new strategy. She marshaled enormous quantities of information,
stacked up a mountain of unassailable facts, and laid out the harmful
consequences that would ensue from a failure to change. She also
was willing co share this information with the London Times Editor,
a family friend. Only then would Nightingale present her argument
co the military and medical leaders who had che power co make the
decision she desired.
The School of Nursing's campaign for a Doctoral program
demonstrated an impressive exercise in Nightingale's "informed
pressure." In 1982, Palmer asked Professors Evelyn Anderson and
Patricia Roch co mount an ambitious survey of 259 accredited
Schools of Nursing chat offered BSN or higher degrees and 169 major
medical centers, home health agencies, nursing services, public health
departments, and che military co determine their need for Doctorallyeducaced Nurses.
All of the health care agencies reported chat they did, indeed,
require Doccorally-prepared Nurses co meet their needs. Schools of
Nursing felt even greater urgency, citing their need for Nurse faculty
who could conduct original research, formulate theory, and supervise
graduate students' research. Anderson and Roch reported that by 1987
the need for Doctoral faculty at Schools of Nursing would triple.
Anderson and Roch published their study in 1985 in the journal of
Professional Nursing. 45 They pointed out that the situation was further

complicated by geography. The majority of Nursing Schools with
Doctoral programs lay east of the Rockies. The nearest Schools were
in San Francisco and Tucson, hardly commuting distance from San
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Diego. Despite the presence of two major population centers in Los
Angeles and San Diego, there were no Nurse Doctoral programs in
Southern California.
Anderson and Roth's study became the base on which Dean
Palmer mounted her campaign of informed pressure for a USD Nurse
Doctoral Program. Palmer next wrote, ''A Feasibility Study for the
Doctor of Nursing Science Degree of the Philip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing," a 263-page document in a two-inch thick binder, bristling
with tabs. The Feasibility Study provides a picture of the School in
1984, and a compelling case for the need for Doctorally-prepared
Nurses, nationally and locally. Palmer characterized the applicant pool,
predicting accurately that adult learners, the School's constituency
since its founding, would be the majority of students and outlined the
School's plan to make Doctoral study available on a part-time basis to
Nurses who continued to practice.
She elucidated Nursing's values squarely within the Catholic
and Christian values of USD. She underscored the School of
Nursing

faculty's capacity to develop the program, citing their

scholarly

credentials

and

publications.

She

illuminated

the

many ways that the University would benefit from offering
the first and only Nursing Doctoral program in

Southern

California. A Nursing Doctoral program would demonstrate
the University's commitment to graduate education, enhance its
stature in local and national academic communities, and enhance
scholarship and interdisciplinary collaboration among all USD Schools
and departments.
Palmer's study is a monument to thoroughness. Every possible
arena in which the Nursing Doctoral program could impact USD was
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anticipated including specific derails such as Doctoral classes being
offered in late afternoon so as not to require additional classroom space.
Appendices include sections on: Impact on Physical Plant; Impact on
Registrar's Office; Impact on Academic Services; Impact on Housing;
Impact on Dara Processing Departments; Impact on Financial Aid
Funds; Impact on Graduate Office; Impact on School of Business;
Impact on College ofArts and Science; Impact on School of Education;
and Impact on School of Law. All confirm that a Nursing Doctoral
program would not increase practical, scholarly, or fiscal load on USD.
In addition, Palmer garnered letters of support from her fellow Deans
and directors of University functions.
In May of 1984, Dean Palmer delivered the Feasibility Study to
Provost Furay and President Author Hughes. No memos or written
communications speak to their response at the time. Future interviews
indicated that Provost Furay was receptive to a Doctoral program
in Nursing, but felt that the library's resources were not sufficient
co support scholarly research commensurate with a PhD. She felt a
professional degree, such as the DNSc, might be a better fit.
Dean Palmer, on the other hand, was bred in and led highly
~anked eastern Nursing Schools that offered the PhD in Nursing. She
insisted chat

ursing was a learned profession and therefore had an

obligation to practice, not by intuition, but rather by science, data, and
new knowledge. "Having a critical mass of Doctorally prepared Nurse
scholars, researchers, and theoreticians in the Nursing field," she wrote,
"is stimulating new goals and leadership directions." 46
Many years later, Dean Emerita Palmer told Dean Sally Brosz
Hardin that when Palmer discussed offering a PhD Nursing degree
with President Author Hughes, he strongly disagreed. He concluded
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chat, ''there will never be a PhD Nursing program at the University of
San Diego." Palmer said she simply responded, "We'll just see about
char." Dean Palmer's alternative was to design and execute a Doctor in
Nursing Science degree that closely modeled a PhD Nursing program.
At the Trustees meeting on September 28, 1984, a motion co
approve the establishment of a Doctor of Nursing Science degree in
the School of Nursing was offered and approved unanimously. 47

In the summer of 1985, twelve Nurse Doctoral candidates started their
first classes.
Marjorie Dobratz, DNSc '90, was part of chat cohort. She is former
Director of the School of Nursing at the University of Washington,
Tacoma, and now Professor and Graduate Coordinator there. Dobratz
was developing a hospice program for Sc Joseph's Hospital in Burbank
when USD announced its DNSc program. "I was first in line" she
recalled. "I had an interview with Dean Palmer; afterward, I was
so happy with everything I'd heard, I walked across the street co
the Immaculaca."
That first summer, "Dean Palmer was brilliant in bringing in Jan
Thompson co reach the Philosophy of Nursing and Jacqueline Fawcett
co teach Theory. It just exploded for me. That love of theory has stuck
with me." Of her experience at the School, Dobratz says, "I felc very
privileged to be there. It was such an excellent education. I learned so
much that has allowed me to be the professional chat I am." 48
In 1984, the Hahn School of Nursing and Healch Science celebrated
its tench birthday. It enjoyed an excellent reputation in San Diego and
in the western United Scares. With the establishment of a Doctoral
program, it had fully come of age. It fulfilled its founding Dean's vision
of a School of the first rank char would produce scholars and leaders
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of the profession to which she had devoted her life.
Dean Palmer was 62 years of age and her interest in the Nursing
profession's History had not waned. In the summer of 1984, she again
left the School in Assistant Dean Phoebe Lee's hands and travelled
to Egypt for a voyage up the Nile that replicated one that Florence
Nightingale had taken as a young woman. Palmer then continued on
to Uskudar, Turkey (formerly known as Scutari), the site of the hospital
where Nightingale and her 38 Nurses transformed care and saved the
lives of British soldiers in the Crimean War.
Three years later, Palmer resigned as Dean. Academic pioneer and
committed scholar, she continued to teach for another ten years. As
Dean Emerita and serious Historian, she taught the History of Nursing
to Masters and Doctoral students and served as a resource for students
and for faculty colleagues in understanding historical materials. She
taught until 1994, when she retired. Dean Emerita Irene Sabelberg
Palmer died May 29, 2011.
"Her vision remains the intellectual cornerstone of the School
and led to its greatness," said Dean Sally Brosz Hardin. ''All the
School's achievements that have followed reflect the implementation of
that vision."
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SIX

THE SCHOOL AND THE MILITARY

In the fall of 1981, ROTC was a hot topic at the University of San
Diego. The Navy had approached the University with a proposal to
base an ROTC unit on campus. The last US troops had left Vietnam
only eight years earlier, ending a war that rent the fabric of the country
and mobilized anti-war protests on campuses. The possibility of a
military presence at the University's blessing reignited a furious debate;
there were petitions and rallies, protests and editorials.
At the School of Nursing, most faculty opposed the presence of the
military, and the question came up in a faculty meeting as to whether
the faculty wanted to make a formal opposition statement against a
USD ROTC unit. Dean Palmer, who had served as a captain in the
Army Nurse Corps, listened to the discussion for some time before she
spoke. Then she asked, "Do we want the service academies to be the
only place where military officers are trained?" 49
Her question broadened the discussion and reminded faculty on
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both sides of the issue char che University, including che School of
Nursing, and the military had much to offer each ocher. The University,
with its civilian roots and religious and humane values, could influence
future military officers' world view. The military Nurse Corps were a
strong advocate of education for their officers. Ac a time when fewer
than 30% of the country's Nurses held BSN's, all che military Nurse
Corps regularly sent their associate and diploma Nurses co universities
co complete their degrees. Military Nurses historically have assumed
more responsibility and a wider scope of practice than afforded in
many civilian settings, and the Nurse Corps have offered substantial
opportunities for leadership and advancement.
San Diego has long had a significant military presence with twelve
naval bases and health care facilities including the Naval Hospital
Camp Pendleton, the Naval Medical Center San Diego (Balboa), and
the San Diego Veterans Medical Center. Nurses at these facilities were
quick to apply to the new USO Hahn School of Nursing. In 1978,
che Navy Nurse Corps sent its first students, also the School's first
from the military, co USO. Barbara O'Brien and Blair Wallace came to
complete their BSN's; both graduated in 1981. Naval ROTC came to
the campus in 1982.
The next year, the Navy sent four more Nurses to USO, among
chem LT Nancy Owen. She had graduated from a diploma school in
Pennsylvania, then joined the Navy Nurse Corps. After five years of
service, Owen wanted more education; and she especially wished to
learn research skills. With no college credit, she needed three years
co complete her BSN. She welcomed the opportunity to have "a
real campus experience," and co cake liberal arts as well as School of
ursing required courses. The faculty were welcoming and helpful.
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Back on full-time duty at Balboa Naval Medical Center, LT Owen
appreciated the gains from her education. "I found I could teach and
that I was a much more effective speaker. I could take new information
and integrate it." 50
Althoug h the Navy's large presence in San Diego has led to its
sending more students than any other service to the School, all
branches of the military, and the US Public Health Service have been
represented. In recent years, 20 to 30% of nursing students are active
or retired military.
Military applicants go through the same admission process as
other students. They pay for their education in a variety of ways. Some
military Nurses elect to pay their own way, continu ing to work and
arranging time off for classes, as the majority of civilian students do.
Other military students are assigned to "Duty Under Instruction"
(DUINS ), in which the student's assignment is to attend School while
being paid full salary and benefits. DUINS slots are scarce and highly
competitive; Nurse Corps officers applying for DUINS for the MSN
must have served four to six years on active duty. Doctora l students are
career officers, usually with more than ten years of service.
DUINS students carry the weight of high expectations. Their
Nurse Corps sees them as leaders and assumes that they will excel
academically and return to the Corps following their education.
Professor Joe Burkard has seen both sides of the picture -militar y and
academic. Before joining the faculty, Burkard served 31 years in the
Navy Nurse Corps. He describes military students as highly motivated,
focused, and commit ted to high achievement. In contrast to other
students, most of whom are working full or part-tim e while in School,
DUINS students have more time to devote to their coursework, serve
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on committees, and involve themselves in the life of che School. Burkard
also observes chat the military likes co send its people co a civilian
school. Their placements in civilian healchcare settings expose chem co
new ideas and processes chat they can bring back co the military.
The School does not have a formal agreement or Memorandum
of Understanding with any branch of the service, bur it does have a
formal partnership with the Veterans Administration Medical Center
regarding collaborating and publishing Nursing research.
In addition, the Nursing School has answered the milicary's
requests for critically needed programs of study. For example, in
2010 Dean Sally Brosz Hardin and the faculcy responded co Admiral
Bruzak Kohler's request co initiate a new Psychiatric Meneal Healch
Nurse Practitioner program with a specialization in creating service
members with Pose Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and/or Traumatic
Brain Injuries.
Major Linda Stanley retired from che Air Force Nurse Corps in
2010 and entered the inaugural class of the Psychiatric Meneal Health
Nurse Practitioner program. She had served for 20 years, including
a tour in 2006 in Balad, Iraq, in the heart of the Sunni Triangle.
Major Stanley worked at the milicary's chief medical air staging facility
where the worse casualcies, including all head injuries, were stabilized
before they were Bown out. Violence in Iraq was at its peak during
her tour. The hospital cents sac just inside che blast wall, with mortar
shells exploding around chem every day. Stanley's hospital saw over 330
trauma admissions in a month. Every night the choppers would land,
some carrying as many as twenty stretchers. Stanley liked the work; she
felc intensely challenged and needed.
le was on her next tour, at a quiet outpatient clinic in South Korea,
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char Major Stanley's own PTSD symptoms surfaced. She sought
psychotherapy, a step chat few active duty military cake. As her own
symptoms resolved, Stanley wanted to help ocher service members; and
she understood the barriers chat prevent chem from seeking treatment.
She researched the neurobiology of trauma. Using her research, her
photos from Balad, and her own experience, Major Stanley made a
video chat has become a powerful teaching tool about PTSD, now
widely used in the military and the VA. This project and the teaching,
research, and presentations chat have flowed from it led her to rethink
her professional goals.
Stanley now works as a clinician for the Veterans Administration in
San Diego, where she hopes to combine clinical work and engagement
in health care policy. "I am passionate about research, mental health
clinical practice, and health policies chat support veterans' health
care," she said. "I believe we can find solutions to many of the mental
health conditions facing our society today including PTSD, and I will
continue to speak out for my fellow vecerans." 51
Professor Susan Instone, who had directed the Doctor in Nursing
Practice Program, commented on the extra burdens chat military
students carry. "In the past ten years, nearly all [military students]
have deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan. Many of chem come back with
PTSD, from their own experience or from seeing the suffering of the
people they've treated." She adds, "They don't wear it on their sleeve
or talk about it much, but it emerges when they write about the values
that inform their practice and events chat challenged those values." 52
USD military Nurse alumni include LT. James Reilly, RN, who
was stationed at Naval Medical Center San Diego when he decided
chat he wanted to learn management and leadership skills. Posted at
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the Medical Center, he looked at the senior officers who had those
skills; most were USD graduates. He examined the backgrounds of
the senior leadership across the Navy Nurse Corps, and saw that many
of them had gone to USD. Reilly completed his USD MSN with a
concentration in Executive Nurse Leadership.
One of the Navy Nurse Corps' senior leaders and USO alumna
was Rear Admiral Kathleen Martin. Martin served as the Director of
the Corps, and as Commander of the National Naval Medical Center
Bethesda, the Navy's flagship facility and provider of care to service
members, Presidents, and other dignitaries. She also was given the
command of Deputy Surgeon General of the Navy, the first Nurse to
hold that position. In 1990, while Rear Admiral Martin was serving
as head of the Ambulatory Medical Nursing Department at Balboa,
she enrolled in the MSN program in Family Health and Nursing
Administration. "I loved the flexibility and the understanding faculty,
and the opportunity to take courses in the School of Business," she
said. In 1998, Rear Admiral Martin received the Author E. Hughes
Career Achievement Award, the University's highest alumni honor,
given each year to an outstanding alumnus of each School.
Hughes Awards have been given to several other military alumni,
including CAPT Sandra Garmon Bibb, CAPT Denis M. Boren, CAPT
Heather C. King, COL Mary Sarnecky, CDR John Whitcomb, and
CAPT Jacqueline Rychnovsky. Chapter 21 lists their accomplishments.
Although the School cannot predict the country's future military
involvement, it can anticipate a continuing need for Nurses capable
of meeting the care needs of service members, veterans, and their
families. In 2012, Dean Hardin participated in "Joining Forces,"
the White House initiative to improve services to veterans and their
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families. She was one of twenty Deans of Nursing Schools who, along
with representatives of major nursing organizations, met with First
Lady Michelle Obama and Dr. Jill Biden, wife of Vice President Biden.
The First Lady announced a national effort to further educate the
nation's Nurses and Nursing students in caring for service members
and veterans. Over 500 Schools of Nursing have pledged to educate
current Nurses and Nursing students on how to recognize and care
for PTSD, Traumatic Brain Injury, depression, and other sequela of
military combat.
Two USD Nursing initiatives are especially targeted to support
Joining Forces' goals. In 2010, Dean Sally Brosz Hardin received
a phone call from Mr. Donald Jonas, Founder and Director of the
New York-based Jonas Center for Nursing Excellence. Mr. Jonas and
the Center had provided highly competitive scholarships for Nurses
studying for the PhD in the eastern US. Jonas's new goal was to expand
beyond eastern states and select Jonas Scholars across America. Jonas
asked Dean Hardin if she had any suggestions for specific scholarship
programs that would benefit California nursing students and patients.
Hardin suggested developing a program for Nurse PhD students whose
research advanced veterans' health care in areas from patient care to
policy and administration.
With that suggestion, Mr. Jonas funded USD Hahn School of
Nursing and Health Science to be the pilot sire for five Jonas Military
and Veterans scholars, guided by their select mentor, Dr. Joseph
Burkard. By 2017, there were over 1,000 Jonas scholars and Jonas
Military and Veteran scholars across America; USD Nursing has had
the largest number (34) ofJonas Scholars in the nation.
USD Nursing's second initiative for military and veteran health
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was che Beyscer Institute for Nursing Research Military and Veterans'
Physical and Meneal Health Research Unit chat focuses on Traumatic
Brain Injuries, PTSD, and ocher combat-related conditions. Only a
few examples of student and alumni research chat already inform care
practices are chat ofLCDRJason McGuire, PhD '12, who studied risk
factors for Emergence Delirium among service members, and Shirley
Jett, PhD '12, who explored che experience of veterans with Blase
Induced Neurocrauma seeking care in civilian health systems. CAPT
Heather King, PhD '17, investigated ways co improve care, particularly
non-pharmacological interventions, for soldiers with blast injuries or
Traumatic Brain Injury.
The School of Nursing and military nursing have enjoyed a rich
and mutually beneficial relationship. The School's current initiatives
and ochers chat evolve co provide optimal care co service members and
their families continue co make chat relationship a source of pride.
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.
A SMALL, EXCELLENT
SCHO OL OF NURS ING

In the fall of 1986, a committe e of University faculty, most from
the School of Nursing, assembled co think about a wholly unfamiliar
prospect -a Dean of the School of Nursing ocher than Irene Palmer.
Dean Palmer had announce d chat she would seep down as Dean at
the end of the 1986-87 academic year. After 12 years, she wanted to
seep away from the heavy demands of administration and fund-raising,
co focus on teaching and her research on Florence Nightingale. The
School was in excellent condition; academically strong, fiscally healthy,
and poised for growth. The next Dean could build on its strengths and
take it in che direction she saw fit.
Professor Patricia Roth, who served on the search committe e for a
new Dean, remembered, "We were looking for someone who had some
academic leadership experience and someone who was appropriately in
tune with the value system of the University. We preferred someone
who had a PhD in Nursing and was a Fellow of the American Academy
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of Nursing. Dr. Palmer was a very hands-on type of leader who was
very directive in her managerial style. We thought it might be time for
a more participative management scyle." 53
Janee Rodgers, PhD, RN, was professor and chair of the
Department of Nursing at Lycoming University in western
Pennsylvania, where she had been recruited to start the Nursing
program. She knew of USD's School of Nursing, but she had lived
on the east coast all her life. Rodgers never had considered going to
California. She was surprised that colleagues recommended her to
the search committee and when the search committee invited her co
apply. She was even more surprised when she came for an interview.
She remembered, "I found a small, excellent School of Nursing.
Plus, it took me about fifteen seconds to fall in love with the city
and the campus." 54
Rodgers earned her PhD in Nursing from New York University, as
did Irene Palmer. Rodgers was a Psychiatric Clinical Nurse Specialist
who held a certificate in Family Therapy. She had been professor and
director of the Nursing program at Old Dominion University in
Virginia and caught and been deputy chairman of the Department of
Nursing at her alma mater, Lehman College of the City University of
New York. Dr. Rodgers had been a visiting professor at the University
of Pennsylvania. She was known and respected in academic Nursing,
whose epicenter was still the Northeast. She was a Fellow of the
American Academy of Nursing (FAAN), and she was a member of the
Board of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN).
Dean Rodgers arrived in the summer of 1987 with a clear sense
of direction for the School. She wanted co promote more engagement
with the community and a greater integration of the School within che
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University. She wanted co expand its academic programs, especially.
Her first cask was co establish herself with the faculty. The highachieving, intellectually accomplished faculty wanted a Dean with
a more participative management style. When that Dean and her
style arrived, all parties initially were flummoxed. Dean Rodgers
had a gracious manner and she worked with a light couch. When she
presented an issue at faculty meetings, she did not state the outcome chat
she wanted. She asked to hear faculty's views and invited discussion.
Accustomed to Dean Palmer's military manner, faculty found chis softspoken woman a puzzle. They did not know how co work with her.
They questioned her experience. They wondered whether she was up
co the job.
"The Nursing faculty were women with confidence in themselves,"
Sr. Furay remembered of chat transitional year, when she was Dean
Rodgers' support and confidante. She said, "Janet wanted chem co
function chat way. It cook chem a year co get used co her." 55
Dean Rodgers' efforts were further complicated by the former
Dean's situation. Founding Dean Emeritus Palmer stepped away from
the Deanship, bur she did not seep away from her enormous emotional
investment in che School. It was her life and she continued co see herself
as an essential part of it.
From the time Dean Rodgers arrived, her predecessor made
her disapproval clear co her and co ocher faculty. The result was a
strained atmosphere for students and faculty, a cautious avoidance
of mentioning Dean Rodgers' name in Professor Palmer's presence.
Professor Patricia Roch remembers the sense of "walking on egg shells."
She felt the situation made for considerable discomfort, but did not
undermine the chool 's progress, or the changes Dean Rodgers wished
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to affect. The new Dean understood that transitions in leadership are
seldom smooth. She had much to accomplish and she could not wait
for her predecessor to approve of her. Her tactic, she explained, was
to "kill her with kindness." Dean Rodgers always was gracious with
Professor Palmer and always generous with praise for her considerable
contributions to the School. 56
Rodgers called the School "a jewel on the hill," adding that it
needed more connection with the community. 57 She was confident that
the shift would benefit all parties. Rodgers enjoyed people and she was
skilled at building alliances. Throughout her tenure, Dean Rodgers
worked

to

raise the School's visibility and involvement in San Diego's

healthcare community and community at large.
Dean Janet Rodgers joined the Board of San Diego Hospice
in 1989. In her years as Dean, she served on the Boards of the:
American Lung Association local chapter; San Diego Latino Family
Advancement Center; American Heart Association's local chapter;
San Diego County Indigent Care Commission; and Association of
California Nurse Leaders, among others. Rodgers also participated in
the monthly meeting of Directors of San Diego's Schools of Nursing.
Rodgers did not wait for an invitation

to

join the board of the Hospital

Association of San Diego and Imperial Counties. "I just started going
to their meetings," she said. "I wanted Nursing

to

be represented."58

Hospital executives and business and political leaders learned about
USD's School of Nursing because they served on Boards with its Dean,
respected her expertise, and enjoyed her company.
Dean Rodgers joined the Board of Scripps Healthcare; and in 2002,
she was elected its first female president and the first Nurse to fulfill
that role. Rodgers said that she always chose organizations whose work
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she believed in and cared deeply about. "If you're passionate about what
they do, it's fun, and a lot easier." 59
Dr. Alice Hayes, the University's second President, praised Rodgers'
efforts at outreach. "A graduate School of Nursing can't support itself
on tuition. It needs outside funding and it needs secure liaisons in
the community. Her leadership enabled the School co develop the
partnerships and che funding it needed." 60
Rodgers continued co serve on the Board of the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN), Nursing's voice in higher
education and health policy. The AACN offices are in Washington,
DC and board membership meant frequent plane trips across country.
In 1992, Dean Rodgers was asked

to

be President of AACN's Board.

That would mean even more trips co Washington and significant time
away from the School. Rodgers discussed this with Provost Furay, who
said, "You muse do it." Dean Rodgers' term as president of AACN
was 1992-94, the beginning of the first Clinton Administration, when
healch care reform was in the works. Through the AACN Rodgers
advocated for a greater role for Advanced Practice Nurses in che
Clinton plan.
In 1986, che National Institutes ofHealch established the National
Center for Nursing Research, which recognized Nursing research as a
distinct discipline and supported it with federal dollars. Dean Rodgers
supported the School's DNSc program and wanted the School to
become a significant contributor co Nursing theory and research. The
program's first student, Julie Novak, graduated in 1989; the ocher
eleven from the original student cohort graduated in 1990. The climate
in healchcare was increasingly receptive co Nurse scholars.
The Doctoral students were adulc learners, the students who had
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been the School's major demographic since its founding. At that time,
most were women, the majority over forty, in midlife, and mid-career,
many with family. Almost all were working, either in healchcare settings
or in academia, and pursuing their degree part-time. The overall culture
of the Nursing profession was deeply rooted in clinical practice and
tradition rather than scholarship, data, and research. Nurses came later
to theory-building and research than ocher professions.
On the positive side, Nursing Doctoral students brought a rich
body of professional and life experience to their classes, catalyzing
lively exchanges of ideas, and identifying research questions within
their workplaces. They learned skills for data gathering and analysis,
and took chem back to solve the problems they dealt with every
day. A great deficit for the Nursing profession, however, was that
its most educated did not enter the health care arena until the last
quarter of their career. Often Nurses were the least educated members
at the conference table, thus tilting the playing field. Moreover,
it often seemed that a cloud of non-intellectualism hung over the
profession-especi ally dangerous for a profession made up largely
of women.
By the mid-eighties, USD Master's students were the largest cohort
of the School's students, the growth in their numbers driven by rising
enrollment in the Nurse Practitioner (NP) program. Dean Rodgers
supported faculty efforts to create more NP specializations, including
adulc, pediatric, and emergency NPs. The School also developed an
R -to-MSN sequence, whose enrollment soon exceeded the RN-toB N offering. As part of her effort to integrate the School with the
rest of the University, Dean Rodgers and the Dean of the School of
Business formalized arrangements for students to pursue dual degrees,
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so that they could graduate with an MSN and an MBA.
In their clinical settings throughout San Diego County, Nursing
students encountered health disparities among ethnic minorities,
homeless people, immigrants, and other groups. Concern for the
welfare of these vulnerable populations reflected the School's and
the University's values. Several faculty members' research focused on
interventions with vulnerable populations. In 1991, five MSN students
in Professor Goodyear's course in Health Policy looked for information
about the health of migrant workers in San Diego County, and found
that little or no data existed. The students then gathered qualitative
data from rural community clinics and providers who created migrants.
They went to the County's canyons and talked with migrants in their
camps. The students submitted a 60-page report on the "Health of
Migrant Workers" to the Regional Task Force on the Homeless. 61
At the School, their findings catalyzed the 1991 development of the
Migrant Health Care Option within the NP program. Migrant Health
Care broadened into the Latino Health NP Option, and the principles
and values were integrated into all NP program curricula.
Professor Mary Jo Clark came to the School in 1987, drawn in part
by the School's strong commitment to community health. Concern
for vulnerable populations was at the heart of a three-year, multidisciplinary grant that Clark and colleagues from the Schools of Law
and Education were awarded from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development in 1992. The grant was the first from HUD for
promoting collaboration between the University and the community. 62
Clark focused the Nursing component of the grant at Bayside
Community Center in Linda Vista, where populations of Somali,
Hmong, Vietnamese, Latino, Japanese, and Chinese lived, and residents
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spoke 38 languages and dialects. Dr. Clark and her students developed
an information and referral service at Bayside co help residents of chis
highly diverse community find services for their health needs. In her
research ac Bayside, Clark was sensitive co residents' concerns and cook
care co include residents in all aspects of the work, from the planning
of research, to data gathering, co presenting her findings in community
forums. When her research required the use of focus groups, she
trained residents in leading chem and included the leaders as authors
on che paper.
Under the HUD grant, Bayside hired Connie Curran, a graduate
of che MSN program, who continued co work ac Bayside for more than
cwency years, providing an invaluable liaison between che School and
che Center.
With new programs and increased offerings for NPs, the School
of ursing grew. In 1987, Dean Rodger's first year, it graduated 43
scudents (15 BS 's and 28 MSN's). Ten years later, the graduating class
of 1997 nearly doubled in size. Eighty-two Nurses graduated char year
(18 B N's, 52 MSN's, and 12 DNSc's).
These

urses entered a rapidly changing environment for

healthcare. The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 directed Medicare
reimbursement co all Nurse Practitioners and Clinical Nurse Specialists
in all geographic areas and clinical settings. A much larger population
now had medical coverage, which paid Advanced Practice Nurses for
cheir services. More changes in healch care were coming for the nation
and the School.
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~
.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

On a bright fall day in 1998, Dean Rodgers left her office in che
Hahn Pavilion and walked across Marian Way co Founders Hall and
into President Alice Hayes' office, where she hand-delivered a chick
document for the University's Academic Affairs Committee. The
document, written by Dr. Patricia Roch, reflected the chinking of Dean
Rodgers and the tenured faculty. Its tide spelled out its ambition: ''A
Proposal for Change of Degree Tide from Doctor of Nursing Science
co Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing." The change of name was more
than cosmetic.
In 1999, the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing would celebrate its
twenty-fifth year. On the eve of its quarter century, Doctoral education
had become a central part of the School's mission. Roth's proposal
reviewed the growth of the doctoral program since its beginning in
1984 and its place in the evolution of Nursing education. It was a lucid
chronicle of the Doctoral programs past accomplishments, a catalog of
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current work, and a bold statement of plans and goals for the future.
By 1998, the School had granted 71 DNSc degrees, and 45
students were in some phase of Doctoral study, with twelve students
working on their dissertation. Its first DNSc graduate, Dr. Julie Novak,
held an endowed professorship in primary care at the University of
Virginia School of Nursing. Five doctoral graduates served as Deans or
Directors of Schools of Nursing. Many others taught and conducted
research in Schools of Nursing in California and across the country.
Doctoral graduates also held key managerial and policy-making
positions in large healthcare organizations. The Navy had sent three of
its highest-ranking Nurse officers to USD Nursing. Three prominent
Taiwanese Nurse Educators had been sponsored for the program by
their government.
In fifteen years, the School's Doctor of Nursing Science (DNSc)
program had become a respected and highly competitive program, in
California and nationally. Its graduates were realizing Deans Palmer
and Rodgers' vision of the School as a source of influential Nurse
Leaders and Educators.
In those fifteen years, Doctoral education in Nursing had undergone significant change. In the proposal, Dr. Roth identified 73
Nursing Doctoral programs in the United States. Of these, only eight
granted a Doctor of Nursing Science. All the rest granted a Doctor of
Philosophy in Nursing.
Younger faculty who had gone to school during the 80's and 90's
tended to have PhDs. As the School's faculty compared the content
of their courses and their Doctoral students' research with ocher
schools, they determined that their Doctoral program's content and
requirements closely resembled most PhD programs. They would
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need to offer additional courses in advanced quantitative research,
and statistics, and reconfigure some course offerings, bur the focus
and expectations of their program lay well within the scope of most
PhD programs.
Shifting to a Doctor of Philosophy degree would underscore the
program's scholarly content and its focus on theory building and
research. In an increasingly competitive academic market, granting a
PhD would help attract the strongest students. Moreover, the PhD was
the recognized graduate academic degree in higher education.
The original Doctoral degree offered in 1984 was the professional
DNSc because President Hughes, Provost Furay, and the University
Trustees did not approve a research-oriented PhD program for the
University. One of the barriers cited at that rime was that the University
library holdings could not support the wide-ranging scholarly inquiry
that PhD research required. By 1998, this was no longer a concern.
The Copley Library had increased its holdings substantially, not
only in Nursing literature but in the related life and social science
literature. The recently formed "Circuit," a lending library alliance of
the University of San Diego, San Diego State University, the University
of California San Diego, California State University San Marcos,
and the County of San Diego, vastly increased the range of materials
available to faculty and student researchers. The internet had evolved
into a powerful and far-reaching scholarly resource, enabling students
and faculty to search online databases in Nursing, the sciences, the
humanities, and medicine.
The School's goals for the proposed PhD program, as Dr. Roth laid
them out, were ambitious and foresighted. They included expanding
learning opportunities through distance learning and "instituting a
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Center for Nursing Research to build on the mission of the University
of San Diego [and] the faculty strengths of the School of Nursing."63
Fourteen years before the Beyster family made a founding gift for the
Institute for Nursing Research, the Dean and the faculty saw the need
for a research facility and charted the first steps toward its realization.
Dean Rodgers knew that within the administration and the Board
of Trustees, there was still reluctance to support a research degree.
"The message was clear," she said. "Our mission was to teach." Rodgers
cultivated her allies on the Board and within the administration,
educating them about the expansion ofNursing's scope of practice and
the need for Nursing scholarship. She did not bring che proposal to the
Academic Affairs Committee until she was confident of the outcome.
The Academic Affairs Committee approved the change, and sent the
proposal to the Western Regional Accrediting Association (WRAA),
the entity that accredited universities and colleges. Then-Provost
Frank Lazarus recalled that WRAA reviewers were so impressed by
the proposal that they did not require a site visit and approved the
change over the phone. They praised Dr. Roth's work as a model of
thoroughness and clarity and requested permission to keep a copy as
an example for ocher applicants. 64
The Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science could now grant
the Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing. Two of the first graduates to
receive chat degree were Drs. Johnie Tarver and Robin McKenzie.
Tarver was teaching management and Nursing administration at
San Diego Seate University when she applied co the PhD program.
Earning a PhD held a special importance. "I was chinking of my
grandchildren," she said. "I wanted chem to know what they could
do."

65

She remembered the collegial environment, the faculty's
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presenting themselves not as people who had the answers, but as
fellow inquirers, with a keen appreciation of how much there was to
learn. he continued to teach at San Diego State and found that her
PhD changed her career. "It opened doors. I had more opportunities
to

lead and to participate in decisions. The older I get the more I

value it."
The Navy Nurse Corps selected Robin McKenzie to complete
her PhD in the highly competitive Duty Under Instruction program.
McKenzie always had done medical-surgical nursing and hoped to use
her PhD to support clinical research in a hospital environment. She
knew she was getting an excellent education, but it was at her next
assignment, at Naval Hospital Portsmouth, that he learned just how
excellent. She was placed in charge of all re earch for physicians as well
as nurses. "The PhD gave me the tools to do it," she said. "It broadened
the lens I looked through. I knew how to help Nurses think about
66
questions. It's broadened my ability to help urses in any capacity."
McKenzie retired from the Nurse Corps a a captain, and now teaches
medical-surgical Nursing at Jacksonville University and the University
of North Florida.
Dean Rodgers continued to look for faculty who could expand
the chool's re earch capability. Her challenge wa to attract Nur e
who had experti e in the design and conduct of research and track
records of significant publication

and major grant funding.

he

needed to convince them to come to a mall University that lacked
the infrastructure for res arch upport that i a given at large re earch
univer itie . Dr. Mary uayhagen, who joined the faculty in 1985
before

ean Rodger arrived, wa at that time the

hool' mo t

eminent resear her. he wa nationally re ognized for her investigation
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in the care of Dementia and Alzheimer's Disease. She was Principal
Investigator on several large NIH grants and also served as a gram
proposal reviewer for the National Institute of Nursing Research.
Dr. Quayhagen invited Dean Rodgers and Dr. Roch co collaborate
as co-investigators on a new proposal, a large study of cognitive
stimulation for patients with Dementia and their families. The
National Institute for Nursing Research funded the proposal in 1992,
for $740,000, then the largest research gram in the University's history.
Quayhagen also set a model for interdisciplinary collaboration. She
approached researchers at UCSD's Alzheimer Disease Research Center
and the Alzheimer's Association of San Diego and invited them to
participate. Both were pleased co be invited.
In 1997, in response co community demands, che School starred co
develop a Doctorate in Physical Therapy. In the course of that initiative,
the School's name was changed to che Hahn School of Nursing and
Health Science and that name has persisted. While the program was
still in the planning stage, federal regulations on reimbursements for
Physical Therapy programs changed abruptly. Without federal funding,
the program was not financially feasible, and the plan was dropped.
Quayhagen left USD for a research professorship at the University
of Colorado's School of Nursing in 1996. Two years later, as part of
the campaign for the Doctor of Philosophy, Dean Rodgers created
the position of Director of Research and Dr. Quayhagen returned to
become the School's first Director of Research. Building a research
culture is slow and incremental work. Parr of Dr. Quayhagen's task
was co help her fellow faculty secure more federal grams. She frequently
encouraged colleagues co forgo the allure of very large federal grams
and co apply for modest-sized grams for which their prospects were
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better. 67 Dr. Quayhagen recalled char "when I caught the research
courses, I caught at the same high level as I had caught at the University
of Colorado and University of Kansas."
A standing PhD Doctoral Committee was established with Dr.
Roth as its chair. Ir was casked with reviewing policies and procedures,
curriculum issues, and the admission, progression, and retention of
PhD students. Dr. Roch became rhe ally and advocate of students
as they navigated the program's requirements. Such work involves a
thorough knowledge of procedures and personalities and great reserves
of empathy and tact. Ir is not flashy or conspicuous and it is essential
to the good functioning of any PhD program. Dean Rodgers said of
Dr. Roch, "Tricia enables other people to do their best. When she's on
a student's Doctoral committee, things go well." 68
The PhD program received important recognition in 2002 when the
San Diego chapter of the Achievement Rewards for College Scientists
(ARCS) Foundation granted research awards to select USD Nursing
PhD candidates. USD's Nursing program was one of the first in the
nation char ARCS recognized as producing scientists. Marti Panareci
and Patti Wellborn, who were co-chairs of the local ARCS chapter, had
advocated within the chapter and then with the national board, chat
the School was in fact a place of scholarly inquiry and original research.
Dr. Bob and Betty Beyster had supported ARCS scholarships
since the early 1990's. They met each year with students whose
ARCS scholarships they underwrote. The Beysters were impressed
with their Nursing students' scholarly achievement and vision of
Nursing Science. 69
In 1999, the Phillip Y. Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science
celebrated its 25th Anniversary with a grand reception and dinner for
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200 invited guests, among chem Phillip Y. Hahn's two sons, Phillip Jr.
and Stephen. The School's vision remained unchanged; a focus on high
quality programs co prepare innovative Nurse leaders of the future. The
new century would rest char capacity for innovation.
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~
.
MEPN: A NEW PROGRAM,
A NEW KIND OF NURSE

In 2000, the country faced a severe shortage of Nurses. The
United States Department of Health and Human Services estimated
the shortfall nationally at more than 110,000 Registered Nurses. 70 In
San Diego County, health care facilities reported 800 positions for
Registered Nurses that they were unable

to

fill. The School's faculty

discussed these data at their fall retreat that year. Faculty talked about
how the School could most effectively respond to the shortage. A
banner along one wall reminded them, "We can do anything we want.
We can't do everything we want." They floated ideas, asked questions,
debated, and discussed. The plan that emerged was a new Master's
degree, the Masters Entry Program in Nursing (MEPN) for people who
had Bachelor's or higher degrees but in fields other than Nursing. The
concept fit squarely within the School's mission; an academic program
developed in response

to

the needs of the profession, built for the

adult learner.
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Dean Rodgers liked the plan. Students would be older, with more
life and work experience, and highly motivated. They would bring new
perspectives and different questions. Starting a new program would be
a big lift and some faculty were skeptical. Rodgers said, "It needed to
have champions." 7 1
Karen Sue Hoyt, who at that time was the student clinical
placement coordinator, stepped up as one of those champions. She
read the literature. Accelerated Nursing degrees for college graduates
already were in place at more than twenty schools of Nursing, from
Yale to the University of San Francisco. Hoyt reported to her colleagues
that graduates of such programs placed as well on licensure exams and
functioned as well in their practice as conventionally prepared MSN's.
Professor Mary Jo Clark, then Associate Dean, was another
champion. The California Board of Registered Nursing, which
approved all academic programs, required that the head of the program
have administrative experience. Sue Hoyt did not have that experience
and Clark readily agreed to serve as Director of the program. "I was the
titular head," she said. "Sue Hoyt ran it."
A feasibility study among potential students in the San Diego area
showed strong interest. Interestingly, Nurse administrators welcomed
the prospect of Nurse leaders who came with backgrounds in other
fields. They anticipated a group of mature and highly motivated
professionals. "It was clear that San Diego wanted and needed this
program," Hoyt said. For the thirty places in the initial class, the
School received 300 applications. The School never had mounted a
program for beginning Nursing students and it did nor have facilities
for reaching basic clinical skills. The MEPN program needed a lab. Ir
needed clinical placements. Ir needed more faculty.
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Dean Rodgers already was meeting with potential funders and
the feasibility study gave her a set of strong talking points. In 2001,
she announce d a gift of $300,000 from the Dickinson Foundation
chat would be dedicated co the MEPN program. Half the funds would
underwrite scholarships for incoming students; che ocher half helped
equip the new 3,500 square foot clinical skills practice lab that opened
on the west campus in the fall of 2002.
As clinical placement coordinator, Hoyt had worked with Nurse
administrators at facilities all around San Diego County. She turned to
her colleagues to ask for placements for chis new group of students. Dan
Gross, DNSc '97, of Sharp Health care told her, "You can have Sharp
Cabrillo." The MEPN program opened with clinical placements, in
addition co Sharp Cabrillo, at UCSD Medical Center, Scripps Healch,
Kaiser Permanente, and Children's Hospital. The California Board of
Registered Nursing gave its initial approval in April 2002. The first
class started in June 2002.
The program was initially structured for students to complete 13
months of intensive coursework and praccica, at which time they could
sit for licensure. The expectation was chat they would continue parttime coursework co complete their MSN.
Dr. Frank Lazarus, who was Provost ac the time, remembers seeing a
group of the first MEPN students in the bookstore. "I've never seen such
terrified students in my life. They each were carrying 5 or 6 thousandpage textbooks. Besides the cost of the books, which was horrific, they
72
were wondering how they were going to learn all that scuff." Jamie
Camblin Gilley, a member of the first class, had completed a BS in
kinesiology, with a plan to become a physical therapist. After a stint
working in a PT clinic, she decided Nursing would be a better fie.
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"The MEPN course was definitely incense," she remembered. "But
we knew what we were getting into. All of us were academically
successful people."
Once she was licensed, Gilley started at Grossmonc's Emergency
Room and continued with coursework co become an NP. "I hadn't
thought about being an NP before I started the MEPN. Once I was
in the program, I realized chat yeah, chis was exactly what I wanted.
I like to think I'd have gotten there anyway, but it would have taken
a lot longer." Gilley now works as a pediatric NP in the ER at Rady
Children's Hospital.
Dr. Anita Hunter assumed leadership of MEPN in 2003. She was
impressed by the caliber of the students and their eagerness to learn.
"They asked a lot of questions," she said. "They were college graduates
and they'd been working. They were used to caking responsibility for
their learning. Some faculty experienced their questions as challenging,
bur it was the students wanting to learn more."
Charles Medina was a Navy diver for ten years. He was 31, newly
discharged, and looking for a different career when his son was born
prematurely. The baby spent nearly two months in a Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit (NICU) and his father spent chose two months with him.
Medina watched the NICU Nurses, talked with chem about their
work, and came away with a new direction for himself. He applied and
was accepted to the second MEPN class. The workload and the pace
did not faze him. "I was used co a high tempo; it was deployment pace."
He completed his NP specialization and went to work in an ER.
Eighteen months lacer, Medina was back at the School as a member
of the first class in che Doctor in Nursing Practice program. He works
now at Naval Hospital San Diego as a primary care provider for the
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Wounded Warrior program. "I've been very happy with Nursing," he
said. "It's offered greater opportunity than you'd find in just about any
other profession."
After the second MEPN class graduated, the program structure was
changed to six semesters spanning two years. Also, students are required
to sir for the NCLEX (Registered Nurse licensure examination) after
their last semester; in addition they are encouraged to rake the Clinical
Nurse Leader Certification exam. The MEPN program continues co
receive over 300 applications every year. Applications are reviewed by
a committee of MEPN faculty and the Director of Student Services.
Following this review, over 100 students are selected for a two-day
campus visit with an orientation, individual and group meetings,
seminars, and social events. Nurse administrators, faculty, and current
MEPN students rake part in chis event to identify 65-70 of the
most promising candidates. Although this admissions process is very
thorough and time-consuming, both faculty and current students have
felt it was most beneficial in getting co know candidates and making
the most informed admission decisions.
MEPN students have come from backgrounds in business,
drama,
military,
the
technology,
information
rheology,
cinematography, postal service, sociology, music, public health,
and automotive sales. A number have worked as Emergency Medical
Technicians. The average age is 24 bur the age range is 21 co 50.
Students' decision co seek a career in Nursing is a major commitment.
Nor only is the program, itself, quire rigorous, bur so also are the
prerequisite courses, Grade Point Average requirements, and the 90
required volunteer hours in health care.
Dr. Anita Hunter, who directed the MEPN program from 2003-
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2010 said, "The community really likes our graduates. Their program
is so strong. When they're hired, they're like any other new Nurse
in taking several months to a year to get settled. Then they take off.
They're leaders to start with."
Kristina James of the 2013 MEPN class is typical of those leaders.
She had completed one semester of the MEPN program when she
joined a mission to El Cercado in the Dominican Republic. There
she saw the work of "Women in Development," a local women's
cooperative that produced Nutri-Fort, a high-density nutrition bar
for undernourished children and seniors. The cooperative needed to
construct a building so they could expand their business, bur they were
stalled for lack of funds. Back home James wrote an application for the
University's Social Innovation Challenge, a competition for funding
student initiatives. The process involved an online application, then a
pitch to a panel of social innovators, followed by an invitation to write
a grant proposal. Faculty assisted James in crafting a 24-page proposal.
Of 52 applicants, James' proposal was one of six that were funded.
The $5,000 grant enabled the cooperative to purchase materials and
complete the building and equip it with processing equipment.
Ms. James adds, "MEPN has been a great experience and an
amazing opportunity. I think it's the wave of the future in Nursing.
I've talked to a ton of people about it and they think it's great, that it's
never too late to become a Nurse."
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~
DEAN RODGERS RETIRES

In the spring of 2001, Dean Janet Rodgers decided chat the
following year would be her last at the School. By 2002 she would have
served for 15 years, an unusually long tenure for a Dean. Those 15 years
spanned a period of change and upheaval in the national healthcare
scene. By the mid-1990's, healthcare had grown into che largest labor
sector in the US economy, with more than 2.2 million active Nurses.
Supply and demand for Nurses rose and fell precipitously in chose
years; but by the millennium, a shortage loomed and threatened to
grow larger. The country's population was aging and its healthcare
needs were increasing. Health care, particularly hospital care, was
becoming more complex and required greater technical sophistication
from its Nurses. A 1994 survey identified more than 100,000 Advanced
Practice Registered Nurses (APRNs), including NPs, Nurse Midwives,
Clinical Nurse Specialises, and Nurse Anesthetists. APRN's were
gaining increased recognition in clinical settings. Demand for their
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skills was rising.
Against this tumultuous backdrop, the School had made impressive
growth in the breadth of its academic offerings and in its stature in San
Diego and in the national Nursing landscape. In 1994 Dean Rodgers
had written, "Our challenge has been to evaluate what we do best, who
is our competition, and, most of all, what are the emerging needs of
our local and national communities. . . ..The Master's program will
receive particular attention with a reconfiguration of our tracks in line
with markedly increased demand for the unique skills of Advanced
Practice Nurses." 73
The School received a $635,000 grant from the US Department
of Health and Human Services to develop the Pediatric NP program.
An Adult NP program with a geriatric option also was added and
emergency care was offered as an option in the Family NP curriculum.
Faculty and students now worked in many community settings
and improving care for populations with health disparities was a
commitment woven through every academic program. At the time of
her retirement, Rodgers told the University's alumni magazine, "The
meaning of the word community in San Diego has changed and we
have tried to change with it. San Diego is an international city, so we
encourage international students to come here and for our students to
study abroad. We are a border city, so we developed a Latino health
care program to address those needs. We work with the homeless,
Alzheimer's patients and their families, migrant workers, and AfricanAmerican, Hispanic and Filipino families." 74
Dr. Clark and students in her Community Nursing course helped
families at Bayside navigate the Medicaid application process. They
investigated concerns about child abuse and neglect and learned to
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assess the whole family's physical and psychosocial health needs. The
students provided health screenings, hearing and vision tests, and
continued to link residents with health and psychosocial needs to
resources within the community.
The School continued to focus on advanced degrees with an
increased emphasis on Doctoral studies. In 1988, the end of Dean
Rodgers' first full year, it graduated 15 students with BSN's and 28
with MSN's. The graduating class of 2002 comprised 5 BSN's, 33
MSN's, and 9 PhD's.
Rodgers increased the School's visibility and she attracted major
donors for projects like the MEPN program. About fund raising she
said, "You don't get money by saying you need it. You get money doing
the best work and developing the best programs. Then people want to
give to support them." 75
Rodgers hired Karen Sue Hoyt as the School's first student
recruiter. The position was later changed to a combination recruiter
and admissions counselor. Cathleen Mumper, who later became the
Director of Student Services and Admissions Officer, served in this
capacity. In 1994, the School published the first issue of Nursing
Dimensions, an annual magazine that showcased faculty, alumni,
and student accomplishments. In 1998, Dean Rodgers created
the position of development officer and hired Joe Passeretti to fill
this role.
In January, 2002, Dean Rodgers took her last semester as a
sabbatical and Professor Mary Jo Clark, who had been Associate Dean
since 1995, was named Interim Dean and served in that capacity
during the search for Dean Rodgers' successor. In May, 2002, Dean
Rodgers became Dean Emerita and officially ended her tenure. The
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University and the School of Nursing established the Janet A. Rodgers
Nursing Scholarship Fund in recognition of the retiring Dean's career
and achievements. After her retirement, she served as President of the
Board of Scripps Health and traveled extensively with her husband.
Dean Rodgers died on February 17, 2013.
For only the third time in 28 years, the School of Nursing needed
a new Dean. A committee was assembled to mount a national search.
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.
SEARCHING FOR DEAN THREE

The School of Nursing's faculty gave the search committee a
clear charge. The School's teaching and clinical capabilities were
well established and sound, they said. The next Dean should focus
on strengtheni ng the School's capacities in research and lead the
School from its status as a respected regional School to a nationally
and internationally prominent Nursing institution. Their dream was
a Nursing Research Center. The committee listened and launched a
search for a distinguish ed Nurse Scientist who also had solid credentials
in academic administrat ion.
It was a very long complex search. Dean Rodgers took her last
semester as a sabbatical; therefore, the School was without a permanent
Dean for three semesters, from January, 2002 to July, 2003. Professor
Mary Jo Clark, who had been Associate Dean under Janet Rodgers,
served as Interim Dean. The task of an Interim Dean is to maintain,
not to innovate. In the life of an academic institution, 18 months is a
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long time; opportunities and momentum can be lost.
The search committee proposed a candidate. The University Board
of Trustees and administration was committed to hiring for "mission,"
its term for assuring that senior administrators such as Deans were
committed to supporting the University's Catholic values and tradition.
They felt that the candidate did not meet those criteria.
The committee searched again. The University vetoed its second
candidate for the same reason. The committee was fatigued. It
reviewed the applications in hand and also engaged an external search
firm. A divided committee proposed a third candidate, whom the
University approved.76
Unaware of USD's dramatic and extended search process, Sally
Brosz Hardin, then Director of the PhD Nursing program at the
University of Missouri in St. Louis, received a phone call late in the
evening from Provost Frank Lazarus. He extended an offer that Hardin
was most pleased to accept. They agreed that USD's third Nursing
Dean would make several strategic visits to the campus for significant
events over the next semester and assume the official Deanship on
July 1, 2003. Hardin's first visit was February 21-26, 2003, when
she would attend the annual Board of Trustees weekend retreat and
numerous meetings with key individuals in the School of Nursing.
Originally from Chicago, Sally Brosz Hardin held a BSN and
MSN in Psychiatric Nursing from the University of Illinois (U of I),
Chicago Medical Center, and a PhD in Communication/Psychology
from the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urban a. While studying
for her PhD, she met Tom Hardin, who was working on his PhD in
Higher Education Administration. As face would have it, they both
were assigned to live on the 13th floor of the U of l's first co-ed graduate
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dorm. They were married a year later.
USD's third Dean had taught and conducted research at large,
public, highly ranked universities with Medical Centers. She had
taught graduate Psychiatric Nursing at the U ofl College of Nursing in
Chicago for over a decade, where her research focused on catastrophic
stress resulting from critical illness, major trauma, or disasters. She had
been a Principal Investigator (PI) on two major National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) grants, Co-Principal Investigator on a third,
and PI on a number of smaller grants. When U of I's Associate Dean
left to head the College of Nursing at the University of South Carolina,
she recruited Hardin to come with her as a Nursing Research Professor.
After a decade in South Carolina, Hardin visited her daughter,
Jessica, at Parents' Weekend at Smith College in Northampton,
Massachusetts. Dr. Melanie Dreher, who was nursing dean at nearby
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, asked Hardin ifshe might present
a research paper to her faculty. Following the presentation, Dreher and
the faculty asked Hardin to consider coming to U Mass to develop and
direct the first public PhD Nursing program in Massachusem.
This offer presented a wonderful opportunity-but also family
complications. Tom Hardin held an administrative position in South
Carolina, and their son, Christopher, needed to complete his senior
high school year. Dean Dreher suggested her solution. Hardin could be
at the Amherst/Worcester campus three weeks a month, and commute
by air between South Carolina and Massachusetts.
After much discussion, the Hardin family agreed to this plan.
Within the year, Tom Hardin was offered the Principal's position at
Amherst High School; daughter, Jessica, was moving into her senior
year at Smith College; son, Christopher, graduated high school and
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was off to Columbia University in New York; and the Massachusetts
PhD Nursing program was up and running in Amherst and Worcester.
Hardin was invited to be a Fellow in the American Academy ofN ursing.
Over the past years, she had served as Chair or Committee member on
over 100 PhD Dissertation committees.
By 2003, Hardin's background and vision matched the Hahn
School of Nursing and Health Science Search Committee's charge.
She welcomed the opportunity to come to this beautiful, private,
Catholic School in America's #1 city. Her goal was to cultivate a first
class research capability at the School and develop it into a national and
international leader in Nursing education.
The new dean found much to build on: an accomplished faculty
who were deeply invested in teaching and service; and students
with impressive clinical competence and scholarly preparation. She
saw and valued the School's commitment to academic excellence
and to Catholic values of service and social justice as its soul and its
enduring strength.
Expanding the School's research capability presented significant
challenges. Faculty were doing research, bur most worked on small
qualitative studies, and publication and scientific presentation rates were
low. In the community of Nurse Scientists, the Nursing research that
garnered large grants and drove innovation was increasingly designed
as multidisciplinary and quantitative. The School had no support staff
for research. "You just had to fly by the seat of your pants," Susan
Instone recalled. 77
This third Dean also faced major administrative, faculty, and
financial challenges as she took the reins of leadership from Or. Clark.
The Administrative Organizational Plan relied on a Dean, Associate
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Dean, and Assistant Dean. The Assistant Dean had resigned before
Hardin arrived. The Associate Dean had told Hardin that, "I will
run the School while you do everything else." Hardin wondered what
the "everything else" might be. In her past experience at large public
universities who were on very solid footing, the Dean might be an
"external" leader who focused on national and international Nursing
organizations and community Boards and committees.
However, Hardin strongly believed that this was not the ideal
organizational design for this School at this time. Hardin's assessment
indicated that this School required an "internal" Dean.
A second problem was that leadership of the various programs,
then termed "Tracks," seemed unstructured. Some of the programs
were run by a "coordinator," while others, such as the PhD Program,
were directed by a committee. Hardin met with Provost Frank Lazarus
and discussed a plan to change the administrative structure to one
that she had seen be very successful elsewhere. Instead of a dean with
associate and assistant deans, there would be three program directors.
Lazarus said he would support Hardin with this change.
Dean Hardin asked Dr. Patricia Roth to be the director of the PhD
Program. Having directed PhD programs at two universities, Hardin
understood their complexities. She felt that the most difficult part of
a PhD program for students is anxiety over their dissertations, and
that Patricia was the right person to help them. Hardin also asked
Dr. Susan Instone to direct the Nurse Practitioner (NP) Program, and
Dr. Anita Hunter to be director of the Masters Entry Program into
Nursing (MEPN). Some were a bit more reluctant than others, but
they all generously agreed to take on this responsibility.
The third problem was the low number (179 Full Time Equivalent)
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of students and the School of Nursing's financial status. Obviously,
these two factors were inevitably linked. Early in her first year, then
USD controller, Terry Kalfayan, visited Hardin's office with alarming
information. Ms. Kalfayan began the meeting with, "Well, you're not
going co like chis." She was right.
Hardin and Kalfayan reviewed records indicating chat each year
che School consistently was $2,000,000 over budget. Provost Lazarus
always had assuaged Hardin's concerns about the School's financial
status, assuring her chat the University never expected it to present a
surplus but rather saw it as a part of its Catholic Mission. Nevertheless,
Hardin realized that several major universities, including UCLA and
USC, had closed or threatened co close Nursing departments or Schools
when facing serious budgetary problems.
Hardin was dismayed to see che American Association of Colleges
of Nursing's previous sire visit report, noting that the Committee
asked the Provost whether there was a "possibility that the School of
Nursing will be closed due co its small numbers?" Thus, che School's
new strategic plan articulated a slow and steady increase in student
numbers with parallel solid financials.
Increases in student numbers required concomitant increases in
faculty numbers, especially in light of the California Board ofNursing's
required 1:10 faculty-scudenc ratio. To make matters worse, several
faculty had resigned during the interregnum between Dean Rodgers'
leaving and Dean Hardin's arrival. Of fourteen tenure crack faculty
positions, seven were vacant when Hardin arrived. Given che critical
shortage of PhD-prepared Nurse faculty, especially in California,
Hardin came to realize that the strategic plan would require many
years for fruition, more than she originally imagined. The major
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task was that all facets of the Strategic Plan needed co be addressed
simultaneously.
Another challenge was chat all full-time faculty were hired as
"Tenured or Tenured-Track" faculty; clinical faculty were categorized
as "part-time" and they could not count on secure, permanent, or fulltime positions. This made it very difficult to hire expert clinical faculty
who would serve as mentors to students in hospitals or other clinical
practica and the Alcala West MEPN practice laboratory. Nor was there
a regular list of consistent, long-term adjunct pare-time faculty. In
Hardin's first month on the job, as students were about to be placed in
clinical agencies, there were still openings in adjunct faculty positions.
To meet this challenge, Hardin and the program directors designed
a plan for "Categories I, II, III, and IV Faculty," that no longer defined
faculty functions according to full or part-time status, but rather by
their specific educational, research, and clinical background and role
in the School. (See Table on following page).
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Teach and Mentor Students
Evaluate Educational
Effectiveness
Curriculum Development
Serve on Dissertation
Committees

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Maintain a Clinical Practice
Particpate in Research

*

X
X

*

Conduct Research
Chair Dissertation Committees
Chair DNP Clinical Projects
Mentor DNP Clinical Research
Serve on University
Committees

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Serve on USD-SON
Committees

X

X

Participate in Convocation,
Graduation, & Social
Functions

X

X

X

International
Teach/ Research/Clinical
Missions

**

**

**

*Some Category I, II, and IV Faculty also maintain a clinical practice.
All faculty who teach in the MEPN Program must have proof of
current clinical practice to meet CA-BRN requirements.
**Participating in or leading Internacional Teaching/Research/Clinical
Missions is optional.
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Then everyone set about to work together to hire PhD-prepared,
experienced, published, successful Nurse faculty. Moreover, Hardin
was insistent that faculty no longer be hired from the ranks of USD
recent PhD graduates, but rather from a wide search from a diverse
pool of Nurse Scientists throughout the country. Hardin remembered
previous AACN Reports in which Nursing Schools who hired many of
its own alumni were characterized as "incestuous."
Another component of that early 2003 Strategic Plan focused
on School "spirit." Although chis organizational characteristic is
difficult to measure, one intuitively knows chat a sense of belonging,
engagement, optimism, accomplishment, pride, and joy are essential
for a school to thrive. Early in 2003, the School seemed composed of
small numbers of students, most of whom attended evening classes, in
disparate programs, with little unity, and little spirit. A key objective of
the Hahn chool of Nursing and Health Science 2003 Strategic Plan
called for enhancing School "spirit."

If the Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science expected to
claim a place among the nation's top-ranked Schools, it would need
more faculty doing data-based quantitative research. This would
require an infrastructure to support the research effort; senior faculty
with research experience who could mentor new investigators, adjunct
faculty with expertise in research design, software, statistical analysis,
and budgetary and technical support. Faculty researchers would need
to build alliances with colleagues in other disciplines and with ocher
institutions. Hardin set out to build a culcure of research.
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Hardin understood chat establishing a first class research program
was not simply a matter of hiring faculty researchers, although placing
a priority on research would attract new people and foster innovative
ways of working. Nor was it sufficient to provide space and support
staff and technology. She also needed co create a culture of research, in
which clinicians as much as researchers would see research as essential
and integral to excellence in clinical practice. "I don't see a separation
between clinical excellence and research," she said. "We study clinical
out-comes. You cannot teach someone to practice Nursing if you don't
have research findings co base it on." 79
Creating a culture is slow work. It is the pursuit of large initiatives,
and the accretion of modest changes; the gradual gathering of people
who share common goals and then supporting them with the necessary
resources. Recruiting first rate scientists continued co be a major cask
on Dean Hardin's to-do list every semester and at every regional and
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national meeting and conference. Hardin realized chat many schools
claim co have Nursing research as an objective, but few actually
provide concrete resources and incentives co foster chat research. She
also recognized chat goals chat are shepherded by a champion are more
likely co be accomplished. Early on, Dean Hardin chose Dr. Cynthia
D. Connelly co shepherd USD Nursing Research.
Dr. Connelly joined the faculty in 2003 as a Nurse Scientist with
an impressive publication record and a history of securing major grants
with interdisciplinary collaborators. Connelly's initial goal was co build
the School's research capacity by targeting specific research priorities
and developing collaborations across health care and community
settings. She worked to demystify research for faculty and show chem
how it might be integrated fully into their academic work. Connelly
brought together academic and clinical faculty co collaborate on
developing and implementing a rigorous research agenda. 80
The Research Director launched a series of "research talk"
luncheons, breakfasts, and dessert-events chat raised the visibility of
research within the School. This Director also provided mentorship
for students and faculty in developing research teams, proposals, and
applications. She coordinated a research support team casked with
helping student and faculty investigators develop their proposals.
In 2006, Dean Hardin named Connelly the Director of the
Office Nursing Research. Importantly, Connelly found funding co
support faculty and PhD candidates' attending National Institutes of
Health (NIH) regional funding workshops and National Institute for
Nursing Research summer workshops in subject areas such as End of
Life and Palliative Care, Symptom Management, Fatigue and Sleep
Methodologies, and Genetics Booe Camps.
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Connelly and the Dean worked together to ensure concrete
support and incentives to assist the faculty with their research. They
created contract positions for a consultant in statistics and a professor
of research methodology, and sub-contracts with editors, writers, and
graphic designers-essential services to support the growing research
effort. Dr. Mary Rose Mueller commented on the changes. "Ir was an
exciting move to have an Office of Nursing Research. Ir was a symbol
of the importance and the status of research in the eyes of the Dean
and colleagues and the students who would apply and people outside
the School. Ir legitimated research as part of the work of the faculty
and it recognized a level of support that goes along with char. Thar was
a welcome change." 8 1
The dean made administrative changes chat underscored the
importance of research for faculty. Although merit raises had long
been University policy, the School had been distributing merit raises
as though they were cost-of-living raises. The total amount of merit
raise increases had been distributed equally among the faculty. Dean
Hardin believed this approach was not really fair; and Provost Lazarus
had given her a serious message that "merit raises could nor be used as
cost-of-living raises."
Dean Hardin announced m a faculty meeting that the School
would follow University policy and award raises based on merit. She
introduced merit criteria, a point system explicitly weighted in favor of
research activity. Her position was that excellent reaching was a baseline
assumption, expected and valued, bur by itself not grounds for a merit
raise. The three activities that earned the greatest number of points were
receipt of a funded research grant, submission of a grant application,
and publication of data-based research manuscripts. Travel funds,
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Born in Gratitude

(Left) CAPT Irene Sabelberg Palmer, United States Army Nurse Corp.
(Right) September 6, 1977. L to R: Bishop Leo T. Maher, Chairman of the
USD Board of Trustees; Dean Irene Sabelberg Palmer, PhD RN FA.AN;
University President Author E. Hughes; and Muriel Marsh Hahn, widow
of Philip Y. Hahn, the School's benefactor. She is breaking ground with
the gold-placed shovel chat he used when breaking ground for his new
Crosman Arms Co. Factory in NY.

The Dedication of the new Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, located on
the Muriel Marsh Hahn Pavilion, took place January 11 and 12, 1979.
The 18,000 sq ft building was designed for 60 Nursing students.

Picture Montage of Founding Dean Irene Sabel berg Palmer who served from
December, 1974 until June, 1987.

Janet Rodgers,
PhD, RN, FAAN,
the second Dean of the
Hahn School of Nursing
and Health Science
from 1987-2001 .

Vice President Msgr. Dan Dillabough greets Provost Emerita Sister Sally
Furay, PhD, JD, at the Ground Breaking for the Beyster Institute for Nursing
Research on May 12, 2014. Dean Irene Palmer described Sister Furay as the
School ofNursing's Midwife.

Dean Three,
Sally Brosz Hardin,
PhD, RN, FAAN
served from
July 1, 2003 until
June, 30, 2017.

Deans Emeritae Palmer and Rodgers with Dean Sally Brosz Hardin at the
35th Anniversary Gala of the Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science.

Dr. Patricia Roch, the Nurse Professor with the longest tenure, welcomes
Assistant Vice President for Mission and Ministry, Sister Virginia Rodee,
co the Gala.

Montage of Dr. Rodgers Deanship
Artist Sandra Walsh,
PhD, RN, FAAN,
autographs her
watercolor of the
Hahn School of
Nursing and Health
Science following
her presentation at
the Janet Rodgers
Lectureship, which
was initiated in
2008 to honor Dean
Emerita Rodgers.

Dr.Jane Georges with PhD students in 2010. The Board ofTrustees Academ ic
Affairs Committee approved Dr. Patricia Roth's formal 1998 proposal to
transform the DNSc into a PhD program.

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) administrators
and staff with national Nursing Deans, Dean Hardin, and faculty.
AACN asked the Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science to host the
AACN Western Conference on the Doctorate in Nursing Practice in 2006.

The School's Close Relationship
with the Military Began in 1978

CAPT Jackie Rychnovsky (PhD, 2004) on a field mission.

CAPT Jackie Rychnovsky, the first Nurse to assume command of all
N aval Health Research.

Conrado Perales
(MSN, 2011) a hero wh ile
stationed at Guantanamo
Bay Naval Station; and a
Healer during a volunteer
medical mission in
Ensenada, Mexico.

Retired US Navy CDR and fighter
pilot, Steven Lee, flew for Delea
Airlines, and then graduated from
the MEPN program to become an
ER Nurse.
Retired Air Force Major, Linda
Stanley, was selected co represent
veterans at the 2013 "Storm the
(Capitol) Hill " mission.

Nurse officers at the School of Nursing's Veterans Day Celebration.

Master's Entry Program into Nursing (MEPN)

School Spirit
and Fun with MEPNs

Innovative Learning

Birching and infant care in simulated hospital rooms.

Problem-based
seminars in
Hall.
Palmer
Irene

A clinical test in the
Dickinson Nursing
Simulation Center.

Working to Reduce Community Heath Disparities

Dr. Kathy Marsh (L) supervises MEPNs at Project Homeless Connect.

Dr. Kathy James working
with moms and children
in San Diego Schools to
prevent obesity.

Students host
the "Rock to
Your Health Fair"
for Nativity
Prep students.

Amplifying Nursing Research

Dr. Ann Mayo studying Healthy Aging at Bayside Community Center.

Dr. Cynthia D. Connelly
Depression Research.

with

prenatal

patient

in

Perinatal

--

Dr. Patricia Roch, PhD Program Director, with students presenting
their research at the Western Institute of Nursing (WIN) Research
Scientific Conference.

D r. Jonathan Mack with Healch Care Informatics students testing methods
fo r portable monitoring of pregnant mothers.

Nurse faculty welcome Dr. Paul Farmer and learn more about his Haiti
Tuberculosis research.

2017 PhD Graduates, the newest Nurse Scientists.

Building the Vision

Monday, May 12, 2014, Groundbreakin g for the Beyster Institute for
Nursing Research! San Diego television stations cover the happy festive
celebration for students, faculty, administrators, the building team,
donors, and other champions of nursing.

D ean Hardin with Dr. Tom Hardin

Directors Cynthia D.
Connelly, and Karen
Macauley, and Ms. Linda
Johnston join Dean Sally
Brosz Hardin to build the
Betty and Bob Beyster
Institute for Nursing
Research, Advanced
Practice, and Simulation,
June 2, 2014.

438 Days and 1,000 craftsmen later, the beautiful Beyster Institute stood
ready to prepare Nurse Scientists, Educators, Executives, and Advanced
Practice Nurses for the future.

Inside Tour ofthe Beyster Institute

Dr. Susie Hutchins monitors vital signs for student practice session in the
Dickinson Nursing Simulation Center.

Clinical skills classroom in the D ickinson Nursing Simulation Center.

The Living Room and feature wall with three arches representing
the Blessed Trinity.

The Krause Family PhD Research Library.

The PhD executive seminar room.

Celebration!

Although the Ribbon Cutting and birthday lunch for the Betty and Bob
Beyster Institute took place on September 1, 2015, the official Dedication
and Gala were celebrated on March 16, 2016.

The Excellent Praise Singers and USD Choral Scholars asked "Dreamers"
to wake the nation!

Faculty, staff, and students enjoy hors' d 'oeuvres following the D edication.

The Gala Dinner was followed by traditional Irish dancing.

The dance floor fills.

Former Provost,
Dr. Frank Lazarus and
his wife, Carol, join in.

Drs. Cheryl Butera, Catherine Ferris, Martha Fuller, Carmen Spalding,
and Jennifer Buechel.

D PR Construction team and wives with Dr. Karen and Wes Macauley.

Thank You to Our Generous Donors

The Beyster Family gave the lead gift that catalyzed the School's long held
dream into a funding campaign and a fully realized building.
L to R: Mary Ann Beyster, Mark Beyster, Lan Beyster, Jim Beyster,
Betty Beyster, and Dr. Robert Beyster (now deceased).

Carol and Marcin Dickinson and family donated the Dickinson Nursing
Simulation Center.
L to R: Marcin Dickinson, Carol Dickinson, John Seiber, Patricia Seiber,
and Sr. Virginia Rodee.

A ndrew, Gale, and Mark Krause designated a gift for the PhD Research
Library on the BINR's third floor.

Mary, Jack, and Patricia Norberg whose gift underwrote the BINR's
high tech classroom with Msgr. Dan Dillabough.

Jean Jessop Hervey and James Edgar Hervey contributed the Military and
Veteran Health Research Unit.

Mr. Donald Jonas greets his scholars in New York's Rainbow Room.
L to R: Ors. Mark Malebranche, Jacqueline Saucier, Joe Burkard,
Mr. Donald Jonas, Ors. Catherine Ferris, Karen Reavis, and Valerie Willis.

M s. Monica Cornacchia, the great grandaughter of founding donor Muriel
M arsh Hahn and 2016 MEPN graduate, with Dean Sally Brosz Hardin.

International Clinical Research
Missions and Partnerships

MEPN students joined the Southeast Asia Tour on the USN Ship, Mercy.

Faculty and students
hold funeral services
following Haitian
infant's death.

Faculty and students conduct clinic with children in Eastern Tijuana.

Marlisha Smith, DNP student,
implementing Kangaroo Care
in Mungeli, India.

Pediatric patients with nurse in
Ghana, where students and
faculty made seven clinical
research missions.

O rs . Sally and Tom Hardin in Japan signing partnership agreement with
C hiba University officials. Dr. Ariko Noji initiated the partnership.

The School Today

Faculty and Staff of the Hahn School of Nursing in Beyster Plaza, 2016.

The Remarkable Staff, 2016.
L to R, From Row: Carol Ponce, Nancy Effron, Susie Merrill, Carol Scimone.
L to R, Back Row: Deb Mason, La'Rae Gilliam, Anne Pasquale,
Beau Carrillo, Pat Moulton, and Christine Kelly.

The administrative team, 2017.
L to R: Drs. Cynthia D. Connelly, Cheryl Butera, Kathy Marsh,
Sally Brosz Hardin, Linda Urden, Patricia Roth, and Karen Macauley.

C arol Ponce, Dean Sally Brosz Hardin, and Linda Johnston.

University of San Diego Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science: Betty
and Bob Beyster Institute for Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and
Simulation.

University of s~n Diego Faculty,
Students, Alumni, nnd Friends!
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The USO School
of Nursing obelisk
welcoming faculty,
students, alumni and
friends to the Western
Institute of Nursing
Internation al Research
Congress in Dublin,
Ireland, 2017.

The University of San Diego campus with its blue-dome Immaculata.
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previously an automatic annual distribution to all faculty to attend a
conference, now required a brief application; and, more importantly, a
research podium or poster presentation would be required for funding.
The Dean's announcement triggered a very lively, and somewhat
negative, discussion at the meeting. Several faculty were quite disturbed
that their rights were being taken away. The policy remained; and over
time, the faculty accepted and perhaps even appreciated its benefits.
A researcher herself, Hardin understood how essential small grants
can be in the early stages of transforming an idea into a research proposal.
A small grant can provide seed money to support a feasibility study,
or the cost of lab work for biomarkers, or essential supplies. Hardin
worked with Connelly co establish Faculty Research Incentive Grants
that provided funds from $1,500 to $25,000 for faculty individuals
or teams to publish research papers, conduct pilot studies, or write
research grant applications to external government or private agencies.
Funding for the grants came from an arrangement that all of the Deans
negotiated with then Provost Julie ullivan. The Provost would provide
50% of indirect funds supplied by approved grants co the School, the
Dean, and the Principal Investigator. (Many funded grants include
budget lines for indirect costs such as personnel, research supplies, and
other institutional support functions). Dr. Connelly together with the
Dean reviewed and funded faculty applications for a Faculty Research
Incentive

rant through the Office of Nur ing Research.

Dr. Lois Howland poke to the value of such a grant. She wanted
to study stress and seres reduction by guided imagery in mothers of
pre-term infants. Howland first needed to conduct a feasibility study to
evaluate the usefulness of her biometric indicators. In 2010, Howland
received a Research Incentive

rant for $10,000 that enabled her to
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conduce a pilot study with twenty mothers whose infants were in Sharp
Hospital's Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. Since then, Howland has
presented her findings in two podium presentations and cwo poster
sessions. One of her PhD students has used Howland's data for her
own research. Howland's findings from the feasibility study enabled
her co write an application for an ROI research grant from the National
Institutes of Healch. "Without the money, I couldn't have done che
research," she said. "Ir's incredibly competitive co gee even liccle bits of
money from organizations and foundations. Ir's hard co find money.
The long and che shore of the Research Incentive money? Ir's huge." 82
A decade lacer, a culcure of research continues co grow and Dr.
Connelly has broadened her goals. It is essential for the School co foster
successful research-focused careers for students and faculty. Her current
initiatives include increasing che number of senior faculty investigators
with productive programs of research who are strong mentors and role
models in interdisciplinary environments. In the current extremely
competitive funding environment, in which only about 7% of
proposals receive NIH funding, Connelly is committed co developing
che expertise and experience of seasoned faculcy investigators who have
nor secured external funding.
The chool i developing che next generation of Nurse cientiscs
by recruiting PhD candidates committed co research, socializing chem
as research scholars, and counseling chem on potential career paths for
emerging cientists. Faculty encourage and provide opportunities for
po c-Doctoral study. Dr . Hardin and Connelly develop partnership
with the

chool's PhD graduates employed in academic, practice,

policy, and funding setting co expand opporcunitie for re earch.
A commitment to research now inform
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programs, including chose chat are primarily clinical. Dean Hardin
cells a story about going co the Western Institute for Nursing (WIN)
soon after she became Dean. Arriving in Portland at the airport with
her husband, she recognized two U D PhD students and offered co
share her cab with chem. The students cold her about their research;
and char, on their own, they had decided co attend WIN. They had
designed their own posters and paid for their expenses. They were nor
sure if the School even knew chat they were coming co WIN. Hardin
praised their initiative.
She also came home with many ideas about how the School would
encourage and help future students present their research. Faculcy
developed a workshop on poster presentations and the essential criteria
of a U D Nursing scientific poster. Students could apply co che
Graduate Nursing Student Association for a stipend co pay for their
posters' professional construction. Dr. Connelly volunteered co be che
chool 's official WIN coordinator, as well as che coordinator of the
Dean's PhD Merit Scholars who receive substantive tuition remission
grants and research funding.
Dr. Connelly and ocher senior researchers have encouraged all
faculcy co build research and presentation into cheircourse requirements,
so that students in every degree program are provided opportunities co
gain an understanding of the rep for conducting re earch and co have
hands-on experience working as pare of a research ream. Every month
over the course of her tenure, Hardin sent our web announcements of
publications, scientific conference presentations, and grant awarded co
faculty members and tudents. 1hcy are al o published in the annual
cholarly Review, in the annual University of an Diego Nursing
magazine (formerly the U. D Nursing Times).
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The most important message: research can be fun! Every year at
WIN, the School hosts a reception for students and faculty presenters,
the Dean, che Directors, and USO Nurse Alumni. Hardin says, "I
hope those two students that we met so many years ago know that
our encounter probably was not a simple coincidence. I also hope
they know chat now an average of 40 USO Nurses attend and present
at WIN." 83
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A vigorous research program was essential in building the chool's
scholarly reputation, but the route to ensuring its future lay in growing
its clinical programs and student numbers. Between 1993 and 2003,
enrollment had crept upward, and then declined. In 2003-04, Dean
Hardin's first year, total enrollment stood at 189 Full Time Equivalent
(FTE) students across all programs. The graduating class that year
totaled 33. The faculty was small, 14 tenure/tenure-track positions,
slightly below the California Board of Nursing required faculty-student
ratio of 1:10. A faculty of that size limited the School's academic
offering and constrained its capacity co innovate. A chool that
increased its alumni base by no more than 30 co 40 graduates a year
would have difficulty maintaining fiscal health, much less building a
national pre ence.
At that time, the Advanced Practice program ,

linical Nurse

peciali t and Nur e Practitioner, were the chool's large t academic
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cohort and their tuition was the School's largest revenue stream.
They and the Masters Emry Program into Nursing (MEPN) were
the programs chat would propel the School's growth. The majority of
teaching time, facility space, and financial support always had flowed
to these programs.
The new Dean's professional focus was research, and she was a
Psychiatric Clinical Nurse pecialist; but she was less familiar with
the education of Nurse Practitioners, who at chat rime were educated
at the Master's degree level. Dr. Susan Instone worked closely with
Hardin to help her refine her understanding of program needs and the
rationale for additional resources, especially the required number of
clinical faculty.
By 2006, interest in rhe Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) degree
was increasing, locally and nationally. However, there was much
debate among Nurse leaders and educators as to the relevance of the
DNP degree, and its relationship to the academic PhD degree. The
American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) Deans' meeting
in Washington DC was deeply split on the issue. Hardin recalled chat
it was one of che most contentious meetings she had attended; and chat
these Nurse leaders voted to accept the DNP proposal by a very slim
margin-something like 60 out of 630 votes.
Although proponents of the DNP degree emphasized chat it would
prepare graduates for clinical positions, many Deans, especially from
the top Nur ing chools, feared chat the DNP would eventually morph
into being accepted for academic and administrative positions. They
also worried that increased numbers of DNP programs would decrease
PhD applications, worsening the current shortage of PhD Nurse
graduates co teach in academia. lhe leaders also expressed concerns
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that Schools with few PhD-prepared faculty, would accept DNPprepared applicants to teach in their programs or open DNP programs.
When Hardin returned from Washington and put the DNP
discussion on the Faculty meeting agenda, she was not surprised that
USD faculty expressed the same concerns as were discussed in the
Washington Deans' meeting. Hardin agreed with their concerns, and
also feared chat adding a non-familiar Doctoral degree co the Nursing
profession's credentials would not help in Nur ing's historical struggle
co be recognized as a learned, scholarly profession. Nevertheless, Hardin
felt chat the "train already had left the station," on chis issue; and chat ic
would be damaging co the chool not co move ahead.
usan lnscone said, "I give Dean Hardin a lot of credit. She
realized char if we didn't gee moving on chis we could be out of the NP
business. he gave me carte blanche co gee the DNP program launched.
Dr.

She was very upporcive, very helpful." 84 The DNP program welcomed
its first cla sin 2008 and 14 DNP's graduated in 2010.
The Hahn chool of Nursing and Health cience grew. The graph
below illustrates the Full Time Equivalent number of students and
graduates from 2004 co 2017.

Student Full Time Equivalent and Graduates, 2003-2017
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Dr. Karen Macauley, who had worked with the Nursing School's
Simulation Lab since 2004 developing standardized patients and
simulation programs, became Director of che Lab in 2008. In 2012,
her position was reticled, "Director of Innovative Learning." Macauley
collaborated with clinical faculty on clinical learning scenarios
and worked with che University's Department of Informatics and
Technology co develop software for documenting students' diagnostic
and treatment skills, clinical reasoning, judgment, and interpersonal
skills. She caught ocher faculty co use the Simulation Lab's resources
for both teaching and research. "Being a Director brought a sense of
structure co che Lab and its place in che School," Macauley said. "It's very
expensive co puc in a lab like chis. Having che Dean support building
che lab, and having dedicated faculty trained in chis methodology, and
mentoring ocher faculty-chat's been very imporcant." 85
From the outset, Dean Hardin was deeply impressed by the values
that permeate the School: the respect accorded co students, colleagues,
and patients; the commitment both to academic excellence and co social
justice, the latter exemplified in the focus across all degree programs on
vulnerable populations. Living these values in the classroom, in their
research, and in their clinical work, faculty and students brought a
spiritual dimension to Nursing that distinguished the chool and its
graduates.
The Dean saw this dimension as the chool's vital core. As she built
the School's research program and changed its governance structure,
Hardin worked to nurture chat core and the learning environment char
Rowed from it. She counts as her proudest achievement that as she led
the faculty in growing from a small, regional School to one of the top
chools of Nursing in the country, that the chool has maintained its
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spiritual identity. 86
A number of actions support chat spirit. Ac orientation sessions for
new students, representatives from the University's Division of Mission
and Ministry are invited co talk about che University's values and its
range of activities and offerings. The faculty and Dean speak at the
University's "Theology on Tap" dinners for graduate students. Ac open
houses and ocher meetings with prospective students, Dean Hardin
stresses chat the University and the School of Nursing seek diversity in
their student bodies and welcome students of all faiths. She emphasizes
the importance of ethical behavior for students and faculty in a School
of Nursing. The Dean's office helps fund student social activities and
faculty get-togethers, including the annual Christmas brunch, one of
the School's most cherished social functions.
The Dean worked with her Assistant for Operations and Fiscal
Affairs, Ms. Linda Johnston, to beautify the School explaining that, "I
87
wanted the School's environment to be a place chat Nurses deserved."

Faculty offices and computers were upgraded. The main kitchen,
Dean's Library, and second floor terrace were remodeled and provided
attractive gathering spaces for students and faculty. Working with
Mary Whalen of the University' design staff, they chose furniture,
tapestries, paintings, and photographs from the University's collections
to enhance the beauty of Nursing cla srooms, lounges, common areas,
lobbie , and stairwells.
Profe or

u an Inscone said of che Dean, " he is che scronge c

champion of nursing, right up there with Irene Palmer. he made it her
business to gee the chool on the map within the University and in the
community. Ac every opportunity he's presented the scholar hip and
the achievement of the chool. he had a vi ion for the chool and she's
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been a transformative leader." 88
Partially closed doors and high counters in the Hahn Main
administrative suite had been physical and psychological barriers to
students and visitors. The Dean opened the doors; and the design team
remodeled the suite, and replaced the barrier counters with new desks
for that staff, Ms. Carol Ponce, Anne Pasquale, and Susie Merrill, who
cordially greet all who enter.
Hardin and Johnston hired and supported administrative staff
who reflected their vision of responsive collaboration with students and
faculty. Faculty members praise the administrative staff, calling them
"talented, smart, approachable, and collegial," and saying; "there's a
feeling that we're all in this together."
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THE VISION:
BETTY AND BOB BEYSTER INSTIT UTE
FOR NURSING RESEARCH,
ADVANCED PRACTICE, AND SIMULATION

The Beyster Family
Dean Sally Brosz Hardin first met Mrs. Robert Beyster and her
daughter, Mary Ann, in the fall of 2006 when Provost Julie ullivan
hosted a luncheon in the School of Nursing Dean's Library. Provost
ullivan's luncheon was lovely, with a beautifully laid table and elegant
food. The following year, this small group of women met again for
lunch, this time at the La Jolla ountry lub. Through the an Diego
Foundation and the Achieveme nt Rewards for

ollege

cientists

), an organizatio n of women philanthrop ists supporting
students in cience and biomedical research, the Beysters had given
(AR

scholarship for chool of Nursing graduate tudents. At the luncheon,
Mrs. Bey ter talked about the Nursing student she supported and
said she was much impressed by their scholarly achievemen t and their
vision of Nur ing cience.
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In 2009, Hardin hired a local architecture firm co meet with her
regarding potential plans for a "Nursing Research Center." The firm
presented Hardin with basic plans and a proposed fac;:ade for such a
Center. Serendipitously, soon thereafter the Health Resources Service
Administratio n (HRSA) put out a call for applications for capitation
grants to build healthcare research simulation centers. Hardin,
and two of the School's Directors, Dr. Connelly and Dr. Macauley,
worked intensively with the architect over the next month co develop
and submit an application and line drawing plans for the University
of San Diego Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulation
Center. Although the grant was not funded, Hardin had the proposed
building's sketches and designs framed and hung on the Nursing
chool's main floor.
In 2010, Dean Hardin hosted another luncheon in the Dean's
Library for Mrs. Beyster and her assistant. The School's Development
Officer, Joan Martin, and the Nur e Practitioner students whom Mrs.
Beytser sponsored through ARCS also attended. It was the first of their
meetings in which Hardin felt like she really got co know "Ms. Betty"
on a personal level. Betty Beyster is a gracious woman who wears her
80-plus years lightly. Her hair i a cri p gray, cut short, and she is usually
casually dre ed in imple blouses, trouser , and comfortable flats. A
graduate of the University of Texa , she reveals a lively intelligence in
her conversation, with no effort to flaunt it. he seems less interested in
things, much more in the good he can do.
Mrs. Beyster told Hardin about her husband, Dr. J. Robert Beyster,
who received his PhD in physics from the University of Michigan, and
how they met. Mrs. Beystcr said that while on summer break from
the University of Texas, she worked as Dr. Beyster's assistant at the
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Los Alamos National Laboratory. She described that they had "gotten
along pretty well." 89 Ms. Beyster explained that after they married, Dr.
Beyster held a position with San Diego-based General Atomics. When
that company was going to close, the Beysters had three small children
and loved living in San Diego. The Beyster family had a serious decision
to make.
They decided to remain in San Diego and strike out on their own.
So, in 1969, Dr. Beyster founded

cience Applications International

Corporation (SAIC) with one part-time secretary and $10,000. SAIC
grew to be che largest employee-owned research and engineering
company in the US, a Fortune 500• company which, with its
subsidiaries, had over 41,000 employees worldwide. The Beyscer family
is most proud chat the company possessed a unique corporate culcure
in which employees, and not stockholders, owned it; and che company
provided much independent latitude for its directors.
While Dr. Beyscer was growing che company, Mrs. Beyscer was
fully occupied raising their two sons and a daughter and supporting
her husband's efforts. he also served on a number of museum boards,
and in chat work she refined her skills at sizing up organizations and
their effectiveness.
By the time their children were launched, the Beysters found
themselves in a position that neither had ever imagined when they were
growing up: they had sub cantial income and were in a po ition to make
generous charitable gifts. Mrs. Bey ter had long been concerned about
the shortage of nurses and saw scholarships for graduate education in
nursing as a means to address the problem.
In 2011, during one of Mrs. Bcyster's visits to che

chool, the

Nursing Development Director phoned I Iardin, alerting her co the fact
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chat Mrs. Beyscer had spent a lot of time looking over the pictures of
the proposed Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulation
Institute. Hardin then phoned Mrs. Beyscer and asked whether she
could meet with her to make a presentation about the Institute. Mrs.
Beyscer graciously agreed; and when Hardin arrived at the Beyster
home, she found Mrs. Beyster, Dr. Beyscer, the Beyscer Children, and
a Beyscer assistant ready to review and discuss the Dean's Power Point
presentation on the proposed Nursing Institute.
In April 2012, University of San Diego Nursing Dean Sally Brosz
Hardin announced a founding gift of $7,000,000 from the Beyscer
family to build the Berey and Bob Beyscer Institute for Nursing
Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulacion.90 An Honor Guard
of graduate students welcomed Mrs. Beyscer and her family co a
luncheon on the chool's terrace where Provost Julie Sullivan, always
extraordinarily supportive of che School, presented Betty Beyscer with
an Honorary Advanced Practice Nurse Lab coat. Provost Sullivan also
instructed the head ofUSD's physical plant to add the Beyster Institute
to the Campus Plan.

The three-story building, which would rise adjacent to the main
Hahn

chool of Nursing and Healrh

cience, would support the

chool's strong commitment to research in concert with clinical
practice. The Institute would double existing research capacity and
provide facilities and technology to produce the next generation of
Nurse cienrists, Advanced Practice Nurses, and healthcare leaders.
Dean Hardin called the Beyscer gift cransformative for the chool.
"'There is no ocher institute for Nursing research of its kind in the United
rate . I am so grateful to Mrs. Beyster and the whole Beyster family.
lhcy understand the importance of Nursing research and advanced
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practice for the future of healthcare for San Diego, for California, and
for the country." 91
Dr. Cynthia D. Connelly, Professor and Director of the Office
of Nursing Research, spoke to the need. "During the past several
years we have greatly expanded our research portfolio; however, there
is no dedicated research space at the School. Research faculty and
students work in off-campus sites, which compromises productivity
and collaboration, and increases expenses. A new facility is critical
for developing the innovation and expertise of clinicians and Nurse
Scientists who guide and shape health care practice and policy at the
local, national, and global level." 92
On a sunny day in April, 2012, Betty Beyster sat in her garden and
talked about the gift that she and her husband made to the Hahn School
of Nursing. About giving, she smiles broadly, and says, "It makes you
feel good to know you're helping people." Her gift enabled the School
to take the first steps toward making the project a reality-seeking
architectural proposals and commissioning the architecture firm.

Architectural Plans
Unlike the experience of Founding Dean Irene Palmer when
building the original Hahn

chool of Nursing and Health Science,

Dean Hardin and School of Nursing representatives, faculty, and
students were intricately involved in the fund-raising, planning, design,
construction, and celebration of the Betty and Bob Beyster Institute
for Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and imulation (BINR). A
Committee composed of the University Architect,

onley Robinson,

the Executive Director of University De ign and

ollections, Mary

Whelan, and a representative from Facilities Management, along with
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Dean Hardin, Nursing Research Director Cynthia Connelly, and
Director of Innovative Learning Karen Macauley worked together to
review proposals submitted by eight San Diego architectural firms.
The committee whittled down the proposals from eight

to

four;

those four firms were then invited to the University to make hourlong presentations on their proposals. Some of the firms were better
prepared than others and had done substantial homework.

In their day-long meeting with architectural firms, the committee
was particularly impressed by head architect, Ed Holakiewicz, then at
San Diego's gkkWorks, who had done a masterful job of creating and
presenting an innovative design proposal that re-conceptualized the
lnstitute's original plan.
The Nurses' key principles regarding the BINR design were that
the space should meet LEED Gold Standards for sustainability, be
flexible and easily adaptable to future health care and education trends,
provide state-of-the-art technology, take full advantage of San Diego's
climate with exposure to light, sunshine, fresh air, and healing gardens,
and assure that external spaces were as functional as internal spaces.
Although the building design would pay homage to the campus's
Spanish Renaissance design, the Nurses did not envision a castle or
fortress, but rather a domain of comfort, healing, warmth, and tradition.
They asked that the designers keep in mind that the archetypal student
would be a mature, clinically experienced female graduate student,
often holding a leadership position in a health care agency.
Functionally, the building had

to

provide much more physical

space, given that the faculty and student body had tripled in size. The
main building was cramped, providing no more office, meeting, or
conference space, and absolutely no space for the School's research
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teams. The current Nursing Laboratory was located over a half mile
away, causing a barrier to students' integration and clinical application
of their theoretical learning. It also diluted the Nursing School's
"presence" on the main campus-m any did nor even know chat there
was a Nursing Laboratory on the campus.
Holakiewicz's design actualized these principles with a three-story,
30,000 S.F., §-shape d building chat wrapped around a large plaza
on the grassy area adjacent to the main Nursing building. It more than
doubled the Nursing School's space. The BINR entrance would front
Marian Way, with a first story dedicated to the Nursing Simulation
Center, the second story focused on the education of Advanced Practice
Nurses, and the third Boor housing the Center for Nursing Research.
Each of the Boors would contain innovative learning and study areas,
faculty offices, conference rooms, and faculty and student study,
research, lounge, and social areas. Although the Nursing Research
Center would house the School's primary research reams, research
would be an integral part of every aspect of the new Institute. This space
truly was designed to prepare che next generation of Nurse Scientists,
educators, executives, and advanced practitioners. Holakiewicz's design
core concepts actualized the Nurses' vision of the Institute.
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Beyster Institute Design Core Concepts 93
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BUILDING THE VISION:
THE BETTY AND BOB BEYSTER INSTITUTE
FOR NURSING RESEARCH,
ADVANCED PRACTICE, AND SIMULATION

The same Committee and process chat chose the Beyscer lnscicuce's
architectural firm, guided che

election of che Beyscer lnscicuce's

Con cruccion Company. San Diego's DPR Construction

ompany

was chosen following their excellent presentation, in which they spoke
di reccly co the Nurses as well as ocher com mi ccee members, and expressed
a youthful enthusiasm. The Nur es especially were impres ed becau e
DPR had ignificanc experience in building health center and Nur ing
chool Labs. Moreover, they had made che extra effort of traveling
back to their building projects co obtain Nurse Educators' evaluations.
ll1e DPR team included Bradley Krau , Project Director, Mace Horak,
Project Engineer, Brian Mon on, Field
Engineer. The

upervi or, and Jack Wright,

ommiccee lacer learned char DPR construction was an

employee-owned company and chat Mary Ann Bey cer had produced a
movie about the benefits of employee owner hip in which she featured
DPR

onsrruccion.
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The Beyster Building Committee then expanded to twelve
members, which included gkkWorks' architects Holakiewicz and Mike
Kaesler; DPR's construction engineers and supervisors Kraus, Horak,
and Monson; USD Nursing's Dean Hardin and Linda Johnston,
Assistant for Fiscal and Building Affairs, and Nursing Program
Directors Connelly and Macauley; and USD's Executive Director of
University Design and Collections, Mary Whelan, Architect Conley
Robinson, and a representative from Facilities Management.
Back in 2009, when Hardin, Connelly, and Macauley submitted their
grant application to the Health Research and Services Administration
(HRSA), the estimated cost of the building was $15,000,000. At that
time, the USD Board of Trustees' policy was that any proposed new
campus structure could not begin building until half of its cost was in
hand. When the Beyster gift was announced three years later, the cost
of the building had soared. The rising economy following 2008, in
addition to increases in steel and labor costs, and simple inflation had
led to the increases. In 2012, the Board of Trustees mandated that new
building projects would be required to have the entire project paid for
before building could commence.
USD's Facilities Management office estimated that the cost of
the Beyster Institute would be $22,000,000! The Beyster Building
Committee quickly met and validated that the cost would be more
like $21,000,000. Then an emergency day-long session of the Beyster
Building Committee "value engineered" the cost down to $18,000,000.
A USD Facilities Management administrator called a mandatory
meeting of the Beyster Building Committee. He offered various options
for decreasing the building's costs even further, to the original estimate
of $15,000,000. His suggestions included eliminating one floor of the
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building; or only finishing the first floor of the building, and leaving
the second and third floors as shells.
Dean Hardin opposed these suggestions. Given the responsibility
of raising these funds, she felt that donors would not be inclined to
contribute to an empty, partial, or semi-built construction project.
The other Committee members agreed. Hardin simply stated, "I will
return the money to the Beysters." The administrator responded that
she could not do that. Hardin quierly said, "Yes I can." 94
The final decision of that meeting was that the entire Beyster
Institute would be built and its cost held to $17,980,000. The School
of Nursing would be required to raise another $11,000,000 to break
ground. Serious fund-raising continued for Hardin and Joan Martin,
the Nursing's School Development Director.
Nurse faculty and staff contributed $180,000; the class of 2012
graduating PhD students gave $12,600 and the graduating MEPNs,
$2,000. The bighearted Beyster family increased their gift from
$7,000,000 to $8,000,000. Msgr. Dillabough, always a kind and strong
supporter of the Nursing School, helped with more donors, including
the Norbergs who underwrote the High Tech Classroom.
The wonderful Dickinson family, who were so generous in
supporting MEPN students, donated the

imulation Center, in the

name of Marrin Dickinson's sister, Lizbeth. Her husband, Walter
moyer, contributed the Lizbeth and Walter Smoyer Advanced Practice
Nursing Training Center on the second floor. Dick Woltman, an avid
supporter of Nursing, contributed the Kaye M. Woltman and Melisa
R. McGuire Hospice and Palliative

are Education and Research Unit.

The Hervey Family Fund of the an Diego Foundation supported the
Military and Veteran Health Research Unit.
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Board Member, James McCarthy and his wife donated the secondfloor Faculty Conference room; and Board Member and friends, Jim
Krause and his wife, Gale, built che exquisite Krause Family PhD
Research Library and Study. Jim, who was critically ill, told Hardin,
"I never realized how important Nurses were, until I was so sick in
the hospital." Numerous Nursing alumni contributed at the President's
Club level or higher. By 2014, che Beyscer Institute funds stood at
$11,000,000.
In contributing the founding gift for the Beyscer Institute, the
Beyscer family had made only three stipulations: first, chat the building
always be used only for graduate Nursing Education; second, that
the architecture and construction companies be selected from San
Diego; and third, that the full cost of the building be secured and chat
construction begin by 2017. As 2012 and 2013 came and went, Betty
Beyster was anxious to begin construction.
Ms. Terry Kalfayan, who back in 2003 had warned Hardin of the
chool's threatened financial situation, was now USD's Chief Financial
Officer and Vice President for Finance. She came to the rescue. On
March 4, 2014, Kalfayan presented the Proposal char she and Hardin
had prepared for the Board of Trustees Executive and Finance
Committees. The Proposal called for a loan of up to $7,900,000 to
the Nursing chool over the next seven years, so that construction of
the Beyster Institute could begin. There were some specific questions
that the committees wished to have addressed before the final vote.
Hardin spoke with the

hairman, Ron Fowler, who assured her that

the committees would agree, bur he would need another week to talk
with them. The ten-member Finance

ommittee would be voting off

campus, individually. Seven days later, Hardin waited for those ten
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votes, which were emailed, one ... by ... one.
On Monday, May 12, 2014, amidst media coverage, and 200
guests, Mrs. Beyster, Dean Hardin, Nurse faculty, students, and the
architects and DPR construction team broke ground for the Beyster
Institute for Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulation!
They celebrated with a "Picnic in the Park" with music, a plethora
of blue balloons, champagne, lemonade, and sweet and savory treats.
Earlier, Msgr. Dan Dillabough offered a Founders Chapel Mass for the
safety of the 1,000 craftsmen who would build the Institute. Retired
Provost Sr. Sally Furay attended and Dean Hardin thanked her, noting
that "without you, there would have been no School of Nursing." Furay
laughed and said "You're righr." 95
Construction machines rumbled onto campus on Monday, June 2,
2014. For the next 438 days, over 1,000 craftsmen and the Committee
of Twelve worked tirelessly on building the Beyster Institute. They
met every Wednesday, usually from 2-4 pm, but sometimes the
meetings lasted much longer. DPR Construction rook over an adjacent
clas room in the Hahn Main building and filled it with tables, chairs,
charts, paperwork, the huge book of architectural drawings, a wall of
whiteboards, and a mammoth computer touch creen char permitted
one to view any internal or external aspect of the building as it was
erected.
Over time, the Beyster Building

ommittee became a ream and

a family. The construction engineers taught the nurses about pipes,
blocks, iron, beam , oil ce cs, and city of an Diego building permits.
The nurses taught chem about the requirements of high fidelity
mannequin computers, hospital head walls, primary exam and ho pita!
rooms, wall and floor plug , light , camera , stereophonic microphones,
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and custom wall mounts for lap top computers. Dr. Karen Macauley
was brilliant in noting the intricacies of innovative learning technology.
She also was talented with a sewing machine and produced all of the
Simulation Center bedspreads with leftover fabric from the privacy
curtains. Ms. Johnston's forte was interior design and Dr. Connelly was
skilled in research requirements for the third floor Research Center.
Dean Hardin learned much and looked forward to Wednesdays.
Special occasions and significant milestones in building were
celebrated with the Committee and all of the workers. DPR held a
contest among the nursing students for a T-shirt design that would
illustrate the connection between the Institute and DPR. A young
female student won with her design of intertwined construction and
medical equipment. Mrs. Beyster was invited to a celebration of her,
Mary Ann's, and Hardin's birthdays (that all occurred within a twoweek interval). A great lunch event celebrated the completion of the
iron structure, and a "Cherry-Picker" lift was brought in so chat the
nurses and Ms. Johnston could each place their indelible signatures on
one of the beams. Hardin was a tad nervous as she was scrapped into
the lift's cage, and rose, along with one of the builders, up three stories
co see the magnificent view of the ocean and place her signature on the
Beyster entry crossbeam.
Obtaining City building permits on schedule often triggered an
increase in Committee anxiety, as did certain events such as discovering
chat an additional very expensive steel beam was required to support
the second floor. Another incident involved water pressure.
A an Diego inspection of USD campus water pressure indicated
that there might be a problem with the Beyster Institute's water pressure,
requiring a $160,000 booster pump. Dean Hardin emailed and called
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Ed Harris, a member of the San Diego City Council representing
San Diego's Second District, and explained the problem. The Beyster
Institute was being built on a very tight budget with all donated funds
and there was a potential problem with its water pressure. There was no
point in paying for a $160,000 water pressure booster pump, if it were
not necessary. Mr. Harris and his assistant immediately responded
and emailed or called Hardin every other day for two weeks until the
problem was resolved. End result? The booster pump was not necessary
and the School saved $160,000.
The

Institute's

interior design

involved Hardin, Johnston,

Macauley, and Whelan; in addition, gkkWorks brought in a pair of
designers. Although most of the furnishings in Beyscer were donated
antiques chat Mary Whelan and Linda Johnston were so talented in
discovering, some new furniture had to be purchased. What fun it was
when Hardin, Johnston, Macauley, and Whelan would shop together,
working with the store's designer: a world of fabrics, color samples,
fringes, pictures, and pillows.
The Beyster Institute was officially completed on August 15,
2015, and large moving trucks were scheduled for August 24. Hardin
arrived on campus chat morning and the building site looked like a
movie production company urrounded by many cars, trucks, movers,
faculty, staff, and facilitie personnel. Unfortunately, there wa a glitch
in obtaining large moving trucks; many mall trucks had arrived
in read. Although there had been a four-year drought in an Diego,
that particular morning ble sed the campus with rain. Nevertheles ,
the move commenced and wa completed. The new Pre idem, Jame
T. Harris, III, received a personal tour from Dean Hardin and he wa
most complimentar y of the building's de ign, technical innovation,
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and low budget.
On Tuesday, September, 1, 2015, Ms. Betty and Mary Ann Beyscer
cut huge blue ribbons with giant scissors and were joined by University
dignitaries, Nursing faculty and staff, donors, and incoming students
in a champagne luncheon co celebrate the opening of the Beyscer
Institute for Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulation.96
Afterwards, guests enjoyed faculty-led tours of the Institute. Here is
what they saw.

The Beyster Institute's First Floor:
A State ofthe Art Keystone for Clinical Teaching
The Beyscer Institute's first floor entry welcomes guests into the
Living Room with its scone and Italian marble feature wall, modeled
after the University of Alcala. Three arches represent the Blessed
Trinity. Twin, two-story, iron-graced custom windows flood the entire
area with shining bright light. The Living Room is furnished with rare
antiques, including an eight foot, antique Baccarat crystal chandelier
chat the Sisters of the Sacred Heart brought with chem to chis campus,
and a 135 year-old carved, ro ewood grand piano. Beyond the living
room, a reception area and office suite houses Doccorally-prepared
specialty Simulation faculty and staff
Proceeding through locked doors, one enters the Dickinson
Nursing

imulation Center, the keystone of the School's clinical

teaching facilities, and a national model for nursing education. The
Center provides 10,617 quare feet and includes six primary care exam
rooms and three acute care ho pita! rooms with computerized highfidelity mannequins and faculty ob ervation windows. The birching
room contain high-fidelity infant mannequins, birching Noelle, and
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a hospital crib with oxygen tent. Electronic black "eye ball" video
cameras and stereophonic microphones in all ceilings provide valid
and reliable audible and visual data for research, clinical practice, and
testing events.
The Simulation Center also houses a large central hospital
Nursing station with an LCD screen where faculty can observe
student performance in all of the acute care and primary exam rooms
during clinical rests. Located adjacent to the Nursing Station, are a
computerized medication dispensing system simulating those used in
local hospitals, and an Observation room with computer stations for
faculty to observe and grade clinical tests.
The six Primary Care Exam Rooms, exact replicas of local primary
care centers, provide space for the APRN students to assess, diagnose,
and treat 150 trained patient-actors who bring faculty-written clinical
scenarios to life. At the center hallway, the patient-actors can be found
in the "Green Room," which contains a refrigerator, tables and chairs, a
shower, and an LCD screen that permits an actor supervisor to observe
each of the patient rooms to be certain that patient actors are adhering
to their scripts. The patient-actors enter through a private entrance and
approach the exam rooms through a back hallway, thus maintaining
the authenticity of their encounter with the Nur es.
In addition,

the

clinical skill /clas room

enter contains a very large eight-bed
pace equipped with high-fidelity human

imulator , authentic headwalls above new tryker hospital beds, and
oundproof electronic folding door with attached whiteboards
that allow beginning and advanced level Nur e to practice together or
eparately. 1hree large (or 6 small) comfortable "Debriefing Rooms,"
with L D screen and doorway acces ing the Plaza gardens, allow
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small groups of students

to

view, reflect upon, and discuss their

recorded performance and simulation experience, while being guided
by expert faculty.
The Dickinson Nursing Simulation Center is unique in its focus
on and capacity

to

conduce research on how students learn co integrate

theoretical and clinical knowledge and actualize chat in a clinical setting.
The two-way mirrors and observation spaces wired for stereophonic
audio/video viewing, and a scate-of-che-arc data management system
allow faculty to record and retrieve data about students' clinical reasoning
and judgment, and their clinical and interpersonal skills. The Center
provides enhanced, experiential learning for more than 300 Nursing
students a week, with the potential for increased future enrollment.
The Dickinson Nursing Simulation Center also allows Doctoral
students

to

participate in Simulation residencies

to

conduct research

on the potential of experiential learning in healthcare education and its
impact on patient care. In addition, the Center has the vital capacity
for inter-professional shared learning opportunities with community
healthcare, academic, and service partners who can evaluate their
current Nursing staff skills or conduct inter-disciplinary training
or testing events.

The Beyster Institute's Second Floor:
The John H. Norberg, Jr., and Patricia C. Norberg
High Technology Classroom; and the Lizbeth and Walter
Smoyer Advanced Practice Nurse Education Center
The second floor is where Nurse Practitioners,

linical Nurse

pecialists, Midwives, and Anesthetists study and practice together for
the Doctorate in Nursing Practice in classrooms, seminar and conference
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rooms, and outdoor balconies. The second floor provides innovative and
expanded learning opportu nities for students and faculty. In addition
co che High Tech classroom, there are three classrooms chat hold 30
students each. One of these classrooms is named for the Morin Family
and another for Dean Emerita Janee Rodgers. Two of che classrooms are
separated by modern electronic dividers which can be opened into one
large space chat can accommodate 70 students or audience members.
Furnished with moveable white boards, righc/lefc desks, and cables,
these classrooms access an exterior terrace for students and faculty co
conduce formal or informal meetings, or co enjoy study or social groups
between classes.
Ten faculty offices for PhD-pre pared Advanc ed Practice Nurses
and a large work room are housed here, along with a conference room
and faculty lounge chat boch open to a large exterior terrace for classes,
meetings, or informa l gatherings. Mose second floor terraces overlook
the Plaza with its fountain and gardens. The second floor also provides
a Lactation Station for mothers and access co che main building with a
connect ing bridge co its second floor hallway.

The Beyste r lnstitu te's Third Floor:
Nursin g Research Center
Here PhD students become the next generation ofNur e cientiscs.
The Executive lassroom in the Nursing Re earch enter is de igned
for group of 20-25 PhD student and faculcy in an up cale eminar
ince PhD cla e occur in 12-hour time block , the
Executive la room was designed with student comfort in mind.
Adjacent co chi area i an Event corage Pantry and the exquisite
environment.

Krause PhD Re earch Library and cudy.
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The Beyster lnstitute's "crown jewel" at 719 square feet, the
Krause Library is the third floor's largest dedicated space. Its large
from window and Juliet balcony provide sweeping views of the
campus with the lmmaculata and the Pacific Ocean. The Library's
decor evokes a Renaissance scholar's study, and includes a Spanish
Renaissance fireplace that is surrounded by custom furniture and the
Woltman family's antique desk, table, and chairs. The Library also
exhibits Founding Dean Irene Sabelberg Palmer's nursing cape, and
her Florence Nightingale Field Lamp and first edition of Nightingale's
Notes on Nursing. Over 320 PhD alumni Dissertations cover the library

shelves, along with sculptures and artful books about the Nursing
profession. It is a space for quiet reverie, reading, and writing; and a
space for discussions and joyful gatherings.
The third floor Nursing Research Center includes four Research
Units: the Kaye M. Woltman and Melisa R. Mcguire Hospice and
Palliative Care Education and Research Unit; the Hervey Family
Fund/San Diego Foundation Military and Veteran Health Research
Unit; the Maternal and Child Health Research Unit; and the Senior
Adult Health Research Unit. Large Research Posters on the Center's
walls display the gram-sponsored research, publications, and scientific
presentations of faculty and students in each of the Research Units.
One of the Nursing Research Center's unique spaces is che
Functional Assessment Research Apartment. The apartment includes
a small kitchenette, bathroom, and bedroom/living area outfitted with
equipment and furniture char allows Nurse Scientists co assess and
record an individual 's ability co carry out the functions of daily living.
The apartment contains French doors chat open into a dining area
with an LCD screen chat can be used as part of the apartment, or for
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psychotherapy training and research. Nurse Scientist Dr. Ann Mayo,
who studies cognitive functioning in senior adults and healthy aging,
notes that although there are many paper-and-pencil instruments to
measure the functions of daily living, actual live data are almost nonexistent. The Functional Assessment Research Apartment addresses
this deficit by providing these video recorded data.
The Director of Nursing Research and senior research faculty have
their offices on the southwest side of the Research Center. A very large
open central work space provides Nurse Scientists and their research
staff of statisticians, data entry personnel, methodologists, and research
assistants an area to communicate and collaborate on best methods,
instruments, statistical tests, etc.
A large outdoor terrace faces onto the courtyard, and provides
additional research space and relaxing social areas for all of the
building's occupants. The third floor also provides utilitarian spaces
accommodating a very large locked data file area.
The Beyster Institute's third floor Nursing Research Center
provides opportunities for the most experienced Nurse Scientists to
show PhD students the adventure, drama, and fun of working with
real life, hands-on clinical research.

tudents engage in research

and professional scholarly activities both within and beyond their
coursework. Third floor flexible space facilitates contact with research
subjects, and provides areas for junior and senior Nurse dentists to
work together sharing ideas, instruments, analytic strategies, and large
population data sets.
The Beysters' opened a new chapter and turning point for the
chool, and an expansion of its contribution to healthcare, locally,
nationally, and globally.
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CELEBRATION!

Saturday, March 12, 2016, was a day of celebration, joy, and
triumph for the School of Nursing.97 On that cool spring day, Piper
Larry Samuels, in full kilt, welcomed more than two hundred guests
to the Dedication and Blessing of the Betty and Bob Beyster Institute
for Nursing Research, Advanced Practice, and Simulation (BINR). In
the new Plaza where the BINR building joins Hahn Main, University
Acting Provost Andrew T. Allen, USD Deans, many of the donors
whose generosity made the building possible, heads of the architectural
and construction teams, and ocher friends of the School gathered
co celebrate the culmination of a dream: a state-of-the-art building
dedicated to Nursing Research and Teaching. Dr. Frank Lazarus,
the former USD Provost who, so many years before, had made chat
phone call co Hardin offering her the Deanship, also attended with his
wife. He reminded Hardin chat she had talked about an Institute for
Nursing Research in her very first interview with him.
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Faculty, resplendent in academic regalia, entered the courtyard in
a stately procession to Gaudeamus lgitur. USD Founders Chapel Choir
invoked "Dreamers to Wake the Nation," singing Carly Simon's "Let
the River Run!"
Dean Hardin spoke of the remarkable work that started exactly
seven years earlier, on March 12, 2009, when she and Professors
Cynthia Connelly and Karen Macauley met with an architect to
discuss potential designs of a Nursing Research Institute. She spoke of
luck, which might appear as good fortune, grace, or the Holy Spirit,
and how these blessings attended the work of bringing the impressive
three-story structure to life in fifteen months, on time, on budget, and
with no injuries.
Msgr. Daniel Dillabough offered a blessing for the building, the
School, and its students who, by their service, would extend the benefits
of the building to the community, San Diego, and the world. The
Excellent Praise Singers joined the USD Choirs to end the Dedication
with a rousing, spine-tingling rendition of "Oh Happy Day!" The
audience was awed by the non-staged flight of a white dove over the
Institute as they sang.
Following the Dedication, guests enjoyed passed hors d'oeuvres
and beverages, and were invited to tour the Institute, guided by
students in their whitecoats. The students spoke of their appreciation
for having such an excellent facility in which to learn and practice. The
Celebration continued at the Gran Terraza for a night of hors d'oeuvres
and cocktails, Irish dancers, a gourmet dinner, and a fun-filled dance
floor! Everyone was grateful for the extraordinarily hard work and
skills of U D Event Planner, DceDee Wittman, and M .
the Dean's Executive Assistant.
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One of the sentiments that Hardin often expressed to students,
faculty, Board Members, and other champions of Nursing, was that
although the Beyster Building was magnificent, what was most
important was what that building held-its stellar faculty, kind and
productive staff, and dedicated spirited students. In its 44,h year, USD's
Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science: Beyster Institute for
Nursing Research and its 2,763 alumni have much to celebrate!

External Rankings and Accreditation
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In 2016, US News and World Report ranked the School #30 of
approximately 700 Graduate Schools of Nursing, which made it the
#1 Catholic Graduate Nursing School in the country. (Ranking is

determined the year before publication). In 2017, US News and World
Report ranked the School's Master's programs as "28," thus tied with
Georgetown, and the DNP Program ranked "38." (This was the first
year chat Master's and DNP programs were both ranked.) The Master's
Entry students' National Clinical Licensure Exam Pass Race for 2016
was 98%, while the national average pass rate was 74%. (The pass
rate for 2017 will not be known until 2018). The Nurse Practitioner
ertificacion Examination pass rates were 100% for 2016- 17.
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The School's ''Five-Year Interim Continu al Improvement Report" for
all Master's Nursing programs and the DNP Program was submitted to
the American Association of Colleges of Nursin g (AACN) accrediting
body in 2014. In 2015, after the AACN Team site visit, the School
received 5-year accreditation with excellent reviews and no areas of
concern. In fall of 2015, the CA Board of Nursin g officers conducted a
site visit to the Beyster Institute and the Dickinson Nursing Simulation
Center and approved the Masters Entry Program into Nursing (MEPN)
student enrollment at 65 students per year, or 130 total students. The
visitors, exceedingly impressed by the Beyster Institute, described it as
98
the "Disneyland of Nursin g Schools."
Drs. Cheryl Butera, Sharon Keppel, and their team in the
Dickinson Nursin g Simulation Center, received notification chat the

School's application to be the first Accredited Simulation Center in
Southern California had passed Phase 1 and that the Center would
be arranging an Accreditation Site Visit for Phase 2. Drs. Marsh and
Butera also implemented videotaped Clinical Exams at the end of each
semester with standardized actor-patients for all programs except the
PhD.
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From 2007 to 2018, the School received approximately $20,355,000

rn gifts, and $22,000,000 in Research, Training, and Capitation
grants.99 In addition, PhD students were awarded nearly $1,000,000 in

°

external research grants. 10 Faculty and PhD students worked together
in interdisciplinary teams conducting clinical research that coordinates
with the Beyster lnstitute's Research Units; e.g., improving the mental
and physical health of mothers and children, military and veterans,
those in hospice or palliative care, and aging adulcs. A brief sample
of only some of the research in these areas at the Beyster Institute for
Nursing Research is described below.

Maternal Child Health
In 2008, Dr. Cynthia D. Connelly was awarded a National Institute
of Nursing Research (NIH) grant for $3,100,000 to screen and treat
4,000 San Diego low-income, culturally diverse women for perinatal
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depression. Ir was the largest research grant in the University's hisrory.
Following this work, Connelly was the Principal Investigator (PI) on
six major studies of culturally responsive interventions for women and
family health issues and health inequities.
Most recently, she and Drs. Hutchins and Bamgbose are
testing a prototype of a wearable and wireless fetal ultrasound and
tocodynamometer to more easily and consistently maintain signals of
fetal heart rate and uterine contractions during labor and delivery.
Dr. Ruch Bush, who teaches Statistics and Research Methods
in the PhD and Health Care Informatics programs, has published
studies in infant, pediatric, and adolescent health. She is addressing
obesity in Latino Adolescents with Spina Bifida through her Patient
Centered Outcome s Research Institute Grant. She also has received a
$747,000 grant from the Agency for Healthcar e Research and Quality
to study disabled adolescents' use of a Patient Portal to increase their
autonomy and control of their health care and issues surroundi ng their
disability. 102
Dr.

Kathy James

received

special

recognition

from

the

International Association for the Study of Obesity, which named
her an "Internacional Fellow of the Specialist Certification of Obesity
Professional Educatio n Program," for her work with obese children and
their families in San Diego public schools.

Militar y and Veteran Health
Dr. Joe Burkard, a retired Navy Comman der and Departme nt
Head for the Navy' Nurse Anesthesia program, serves as mentor for
the chool's record number of Jona Military and Veteran Scholars.
Dr. Burkard and Dean ally Brosz Hardin received Jonas Center for
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Nursing and Veterans Healthcare Granes for over $350,000 for student
training and research on military and combat veteran's pose-operative
stress, delirium, pain, depression, and other complicacions. 103
In 2013, Donald and Barbara Jonas approached Dean Hardin with
their concern abouc che unique problems faced by homeless women
veterans (HWV). Women, who comprise ten percent of che veteran
population, suffer high races of PTSD, chronic insomnia, depression,
anxiety, hypertension, and diabetes, and a large number are homeless.
Among homeless women veterans, 53% have suffered sexual trauma,
usually rape by male service members during their military service. The
School sics at the geographic epicenter of the problem, as a quarter of
the nation's homeless veterans live in California. Faculty investigators
Drs. Mary Barger, Michael Terry, Sally Brosz Hardin, and Visiting
Professor Dr. Sally Weinrich joined with Dr. Jill Bormann and ocher
VA San Diego senior Nurse Researchers co lend their specific expertise
in a five-year study of homeless women vecerans. 104
In year '01, they conducted pilot studies co ascertain the reliability
and validity of their instruments and, most importantly, whether
homeless women would participate and remain in che study. Their
results were promising and led Dr. Barger co successfully obtain
external funding co launch Years '02-'05 in which two innovative
models are being reseed. The Nurse and Peer Support Housing Model
offers homeless women veterans temporary housing, job training, and
interventions co improve sleep; and the Self-Modification Model teaches
chem skills in managing PT D symptoms. All of che participants
receive physical and mental health assessments and Nurse interventions
co improve sleep and decrease PT D symptoms, depression, anxiety,
hypertension, and diabetes.
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The interventions are based on USD Nurse Scientist findings:
including Dr. Connelly's results on non-pharmacological Nurse
;
interventions to improve sleep and decrease depression in women
Dr. Howland's work on decreasing anxiety in women and using
biomarkers to measure salivary alpha amylase; Dr. Bormann's studies
on using Mantras to decrease PTSD symptoms for which the American
;
Academy of Nursin g presented her with the Edge Runner Award
and Drs. Terry and Burkard's Sence-foundation funded research on
education programs for physicians, Advanced Practice Nurses, and
therapists co correctly diagnose and treat PTSD symptoms. Doctoral
students are condu cting research on selected aspects of these two model
interventions and presenting and publishing their findings.
In 2013, the School and the Veterans Administration San
g
Diego Healthcare System (VASDHS) enhan ced their long-standin
relationship by creating an academic and clinical research partnership,
with the goal of improving che health and wellbeing of veterans and
their families. VASDHS has comm itted to achieving Magnet Status
and as part of that effort, it must build Nursing research and evidencebased practice capacity throughout its system. The partnership with
the School will suppo rt this goal, and the clinical affiliation agreement
enables the School's students to obtain clinical experience working with
a
the veteran population. Boch institutions are part of Michelle Obam
t
and Dr. Jill Biden's "Joining Forces" national initiative to suppor
veterans. Professors Semira Semino-Asaro and Cynth ia Connelly have
been named Collaborative Academic Research members on the multis
sire "Veterans Action League" dynamic project chat empowers veteran
to have an active voice in guiding veteran healthcare.
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Hospice and Palliative Care
The number of persons needing Palliative Care is expected to
double within the next twenty years, necessitating well-prepared, highly
educated clinicians informed by a substantive body of research. In 2011,
the School joined with the End of Life Nursing Education Consortium
(ELNEC) and Palomar Health System's Center for Nursing Excellence
to host a pioneering Summit on Hospice and Palliative Care with an

international audience of over 300 health care providers. Building on
this effort to expand the focus of Palliative Care Nursing Science and
education, the School, in partnership with the American Association of
Colleges of Nursing (AACN) and ELNEC, sponsored a pre-conference
to the AACN Doctoral Education Conference, on January 18, 2017 at

the Beyster Institute.
With PhD Program Director Dr. Patricia Roth at the helm, this
pre-conference provided an overview of the state of the science in
Palliative Care, how it is being taught in Nurse Doctoral programs,
and strategies for community outreach. Betty Ferrell, PhD, RN,
FAAN, Director and Professor of Nursing Research and Education at
the City of Hope, addressed the State of the Science in Palliative Care
Research. 105
Expanding on the work of the Conference, the School's faculty
designed and implemented more research in this area. Nurse faculty
Or. Eileen Fry-Bowers, Esq, a member of the Hospice and Palliative
Nurses Association (HPNA) Advocacy Council and che Palliative
arc Research Cooperative (PCRC), focused her research on parentprovider interaction, literacy, communication, and families' decisionmaking regarding Palliative Care ic;sues with neonates and children.
During 2011 - 14, the

chool established a Clinical Research
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Partnership with St. Joseph Hospital in Orange, CA; and Drs. Jane
Georges and Lucia Gonzales were selected to lead Nursing research
initiatives there. Dr. Gonzales worked with the hospital's Palliative
Care Team on research regarding the hospital's management of
constipation, the third most common end-of-life symptom often
caused or aggravated by narcotic analgesic medication. The Palliative
Care Team took leadership in disseminating and implementing specific
treatment strategies for St. Joseph's Palliative Care patients.
Dr. Georges also worked with the Nurses at Palomar Health
Care System on implementing an "Interdisciplinary Approach to
Enhancing Cultural Competence in Palliative Care." Georges and
Montross received the prestigious MAPI Research Trust Catherine
Pouget Research Award for their study on "Improvement of Quality of
Life in the Terminally Ill." In 2013, Dr. Georges was honored with a
"University Professorship Award" for her work in Palliative Care.
Faculty members Drs. Linda Urden and Kathleen Stacey's awardwinning textbook, Critical Care Nursing: Diagnosis and Management,
addressed the ethical challenges and decision-making in life-threatening
and end-of-life situations.
PhD student research also has contributed to the science of Palliative
Care through a focus on symptom management, decision-making, and
the experience of chronic illness. PhD student, Michael Baumgardner,
MSN, RN, examines spiritual well-being among caregivers of a family
member with Dementia, the second leading diagnosis of patients
receiving Palliative Care. It is estimated that approximately 15 million
adults are informal caregivers co a person diagnosed with Dementia,
often at a great cost co their own physical, emotional, spiritual, and
financial health.
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Aging Adults
Dr. Ann Mayo works with researchers from two of the five
National Centers for Aging (in Florida and San Diego), to conduct
research on healthy aging, cognition, Dementia, and Alzheimer
patients and their caregivers. She and her research teams recently
have been awarded large state and federal research grants to examine:
"The Feasibility of Wheelchair Art Quilts Increasing Socialization
among Older Adults with Dementia;" "Tailoring Health-Promoting
Interventions in Alzheimer Caregivers;" and "Cognitive Decline in
Hispanic versus Non-Hispanic Spousal Alzheimer's Caregivers."
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Dr. Mayo also has published in the area of integrating gem-psychiatric
nursing and inter-professional collaborative practice competencies into
adult-gerontology Clinical Nurse Specialist education.
Given the depth and breadth of the School's clinical Nursing
Research, and increasing national interest in health care research based
on very large data sets, Dr. Ruth Bush, Statistics and Research Design
Professor, and Dr. Jonathan Mack, Coordinator of the Health Care
Informatics (HCI) Program, have worked together to create the Beyster
lnsticute's Center for Big Data and Analytics.
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sing
In the fall of 2010, the School responded to the rapidly increa
in which
dema nd for a progr am in Healt h Care Informatics (HCI) ,
to health
computer science and knowledge mana geme nt are applied
but the
care. Not only were there no such programs in California,
nic
Affordable Care Act of 2010 also mand ated the use of electro
es. Drs.
medical records systems for hospitals, clinics, and practic
r's and
Jonat han Mack and Linda Urden, who then directed the Maste
ble the
International Programs, worked together to design and assem
m and
working parts of a Master's Healt h Care Informatics progra
Sullivan,
obtained its approval from the Dean, faculty, Provost Julie
107
highly
and USD Board of Trustees. The HCI Program has been
students,
successful, and has gradu ated 38 students, has 130 current
working
and al o has created an online section for those already
practical
in the indus try that do not require a Residency to gain
HCI kills.
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In 2012, Dr. Kathy Marsh was appointed co the California
Healchcare Workforce Policy Commission. The Commission, a
15-member advisory board, provides expert guidance and statewide
perspectives on healch professional education issues. Its goals are co
encourage universities and primary care professionals co provide
healchcare in medically underserved areas, and co increase the number
of minority students and providers in healthcare. Dr. Marsh was che
first member ever co represent Graduate Nursing Education. Marsh
said of her service on the Commission, "le was such an interesting
process co see how a Nurse can affect legislation and it's an honor co
represent Nursing." 108
In May, 2012, Dr. Brenda Fischer, then Director of the Center for
Nursing Excellence at Palomar Healch Care System, and Dean Sally
Brosz Hardin announced a historic partnership. Palomar Healch Care
System was the first in California to be awarded che honor of Magnet
status. The partnership enabled che School's PhD students co conduce
their research, and DNP students to serve clinical residencies at all
Palomar Healch facilities. Dr. Fischer, a 2008 USD PhD alumna, and
Lorie Shoemaker, Palomar's Chief Nursing Officer, actively supported
their Nurses' pursuit of advanced degrees. Over 85 Palomar Health
Nurses have earned Master's or Doctoral degrees from the School of
Nursing.
The School also began co work more closely with the University of
California San Diego (UC D). USD Nursing was invited co become
a partner of the UC D Clinical and Translational Research Inscicuce's
(CTRI) Translational Research Alliance. Ocher academic partners of
CTRI include the

alk lnscicuce,

anford-Burnham-Prebys Medical

Discovery lnscicuce, J. Craig Veneer lnscicuce, and La Jolla Institute for
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Allergy and Immunology.
ation
Anoth er UCSD -USD Nursi ng cooperative effort was Simul
ley
Inter-Professional Healt hcare Train ing chat Dr. Karen Macau
Quali ty
introduced. The HHS Agency for Healt hcare Research &
ing on its
(AHR Q) has featured chis Inter-Professional Simulation Train
ely 900
website. 109 Nursi ng directed the event, which brings approximat
trainin g
Nursing, Pharmacy, and Medical students throu gh a two-day
al errors
program for comm unica tion and teamwork to prevent medic
using AHRQ 's Team STEP PS program.
Dr. Michael Terry, coord inator of the Psychiatric Nurse
tment of
Practitioner program, worked diligently with UCSD 's Depar
rships.
Psychiatry, forming cooperative teaching and research partne
cum," a
Terry leads che "San Diego Integrated Care Project and Practi
Family
partnership amon g the School, che Nurse-led federally-funded
iatry
Healt h Centers of San Diego, and UCSD's Comm unity Psych
tent,
Program to address the growing need for culturally compe
rces
integrated physical and mental health care. I IO The Heal ch Resou
grant for
and Service Admi nistra tion (HRSA) awarded the project a
es
$2,00 0,000 co improve early identification, treatment, and outcom
ional
for depression and substance use disorder throu gh inter-profess
ring
collaborative reams led by Family Nurse Practitioners, delive
integrated mental-physical health services.
The School's ocher Train ing Grant s included Dr. Patricia Roch's
the
federal Nurse Faculty PhD Forgivable Loan Grants, for which
Dr. Roth
School received approximately $5,500,000 over seven years.
of only
also was instru menta l in che School being selected as one
ious
fourteen schools in che nation co receive an inaugural, prestig
Nursi ng
Robert Wood Johns on Foundation's (RWJF) Futur e PhD
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Scholars award, in partnership with Cedar Sinai Hospital, for
$150,000. In 2014, Dr. Linda Urden announced the School also
would receive a RWJF-AACN (American Association of Colleges
of Nursing) grant for $150,000 for the "New Careers in Nursing
Program" for Master's Entry into Nursing (MEPN) students. In
2016, the School received a second (RWJF) $150,000 award for
a Future PhD Nursing Scholar award in partnership with Sharp
Health Care.
The School also was successful in being awarded California Song
Brown Training Grants

to

supplement the School's efforts at increasing

Diversity. Drs. Linda Urden and Susan Bonnell presented their
application to the California Healthcare Workforce Commission for
funds

to

provide faculty and fellow-student mentoring

to

assure the

success and NCLEX pass rates of culturally diverse MEPN students.
They were awarded a $144,000 grant.
In 2017, Dr. Karen Macauley applied for a USD Strategic Initiative
grant for $1,500,000

to

recruit and enroll under-represented Registered

Nurses (RNs) from the Imperial County of Southern California to
attend the Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP) programs. Although
that grant was not funded, Dr. Macauley received a $96,000 Song
Brown Grant co fund the project that will help meet the vast demand
for Primary Care providers in the Imperial County. Since 2005,
the School has had 25 Imperial County RN applicants to the FNP
program; seventeen were accepted, eight graduated, nine presently are
enrolled, and seven currently provide primary care in Imperial County.
As part of the Song Brown grant, the faculty will address the social
determinants that affect students from underserved backgrounds; and
incorporate a holistic approach using the following five key evidence-
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based strategies: academic and peer support; mentoring; institutional
and commun ity partnerships; student financial support; and holistic
review for enhanci ng diverse student success.
Dr. Kathy Marsh expanded che effort

to

incorporate MEPN

students into the School's research projects and to have chem work
in San Diego communities to reduce health disparities. Some brief
examples follow. 111

Bayside Commu nity Center: Ac this non-profit agency providing
youth, senior, and family services in Linda Vista, MEPNs mentored
by Professor Connie Curran, provided safety assessments to seniors
in their homes. They also conducted weekly classes including
exercise programs, hypertension screening, arthritis education,
medication reconciliation, and assisted seniors to prepare their

Vial of Life, which provides medical information in the home for
emergency personnel.
CRASH, Inc.: Mentored by Dr. Dorri Cordell, MEPNs partnered
with USD law students to organize a "Dress for Success" program for
CRASH participants. Nursing and law students built a large closet
on-site where participants could select an outfit for interviews for reentry co the workforce. MEPNs also assisted with conducting intake
interviews, assessing levels of addiction using the Addiction Severity
Index, and participating in group therapy sessions.
Hacienda Townhomes: Ac chis low-income housing project in
the ease village, MEPNs , mentored by Professor Michelle Harrison,
ran a flu shoe clinic and hypertension screening, completed home
safety assessments, and provided health education on a wide variety
of topics.

Partnering School, Nativity Prep Academy: Ac this this middle
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school for low income children who will be the first in their families to
attend college, Professor Tracy Page oversaw MEPNs who staffed the
Nursing office, conducted ''Ask a Nurse" seminars, rectified vaccination
requirements, taught CPR to faculty and staff, and provided health
education in the classrooms.

The Monarch School: Mentored by Professor Jennifer Combellick
at this K-12th grade school for homeless children, MEPNs staffed che
School Nurse office, provided vision and dental screening for over 250
students, sec up a flu vaccination clinic, and taught CPR and basic first
aid co Monarch students, parents, and teachers, and organized and
staffed a health fair with a local farmers marker.

St. Madeline Sophie Center: Ac this El Cajon Day Care Center
for developmentally disabled adults, MEPNs were mentored by
Professor Molly McAmis. MEPNs provided classes on computer
skills, relationship awareness, proper hygiene, time management, and
organizational skills. Nutrition was caught by planting, harvesting,
and cooking garden-fresh vegetables.

Manchester Child Developmental Center: Dr. Lyn Puhek
mentored MEPNs at chis USD preschool for children ages 2-5 years.
MEPNs caught car seat safety, stranger danger awareness, sun safety,
and healthy earing for children and families. Play-based activities
that increase learning and kindergarten readiness were a focus of a
Health Fair, which also included screening the children for
developmental milestones.
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In the spring of 2011, Dean Hardin traveled with her husband,
Tom, to present the keynote at the First International Nursing Research
Conference of Chiba University in Japan. While there, she signed the
USO Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science formal partnership
agreement with Chiba University's Vice President of International
Affairs, Dr. Chung, Graduate Institute for Nursing Research, Dean
Masaki, and Director of Nursing Research, Dr. Ariko Noji. The
hospitality and graciousness shown to the Hardin's was remarkable
and the partnership remains active, uplifting, and beneficial to
both institutions.
Chiba faculty and graduate students have attended the School's
annual Graduate Nursing Research Day, and participated in joint
faculcy meetings, classroom visits, and hospital tours. U D Nurse
faculty also have traveled to Japan to present papers at Chiba's
annual Nursing Re earch

onference, and profe sors from both

institutions have authored articles and served on the Editorial Board
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of the International journal of Nursing Practice, and Chiba's Journal
11 2
of the Graduate School of Nursing. Joint faculty are conducting
research to help Japan address cultural factors in health care for
potential international patients attending the 2020 Summer Olympics
in Japan.
In addition to formal partnerships and joint research and
publications, the School's faculty, students, and alumni regularly
present their research and lead sessions at the International Nursing
Research Congress of Sigma Theta Tau International, Nursing's
Honor Society. Many attended the 2017 International Research
Congress held in Dublin where 1,400 attendees were welcomed by
a 12-foot high USO Nursing technicolor obelisk!
Since 2005, faculty-led student groups have completed 34
international clinical research missions working with vulnerable
populations. 11 3 Remarkably, Dr. Susie Hutchins has been a lead faculty
on almost every one of those trips. The goal is not simply to treat patients
and leave, bur rather to make a series of four-to-e ight visits to focus
on high-impact, simple Nursing interventions with the population that
will be self-sustaining and improve health status.
For example, in 2017, the team traveled to a Catholic hospital
in Mungeli, India to help new mothers adopt skin-to-skin contact
114
"Kangaroo Care" with their infants. Other missions have been to
Mbararra, Uganda, where USO Nurses provided care and research
assistance at the country's first public children's hospital; and serving
on USN Ship, Mercy, for the five week "Project Hope" across Southeast
Asia-the first Nursing students to do so. tudents and faculty also
make monthly trips to Tijuana, Mexico with USD's Center for Mission
and Ministry where they assist at the Catholic Clinic there.
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The School serves 570 FTE students in Master's, DNP, and
PhD programs with 57 FTE Doctorally prepared faculty, and ten
administrators and staff. The School of Nursing (SON) maintains
contracts with 44 San Diego and California Health Care Agencies
and Letters of Agreement with approximately 200 Masters Emry
Program into Nursing (MEPN) placements and preceptors, and 250
Nurse Practitioner (NP) Placements with NP or physician preceptors
in San Diego and surrounding areas. The School proudly maintains a

95-99% completion rare for all programs and 49% diversity among
its students. Having initiated the inaugural San Diego Chapter of the
Men in Nursing organization, the School is pleased that 20% of the
student body is male (twice the national average), and that 25% of the
faculty are male.
As of 2017, M N students choose from eight concentrations:
Executive Nurse Leader, Adult-Gerontology, Clinical Nurse Specialist,
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Clinical Nurse Leader, Family Nurse Practitioner, Dual AdultGerontology Nurse Practitioner/Family Nurse Practitioner, Dual
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner/Family Nurse Practitioner, Family/
Lifespan Psychiatric-Mental Health Nurse Practitioner, and Health
Care Informatics. The Health Care Informatics program also admits
students who are not Nurses, who can earn either a certificate or an
MS in Health Care Informatics. The School's faculty view students
as partners in a collaborative learning environment in which critical
thinking, diagnostic reasoning, and case-based application of clinical
knowledge are emphasized.
The PhD program, which prepares Nurse Scientists, Educators,
and Executives, has 317 graduates. They provide approximately
47% of Southern California Nursing Schools' faculty. Many have
become leading Nurse Scientists, Deans, and top administrators of
hospitals and health care agencies, as well as high-ranking military
officers. Their science, reaching, executive management, and military
leadership is transforming health care in San Diego, California,
the nation, and the world. To see examples of the specific ways in
which our alumni are doing chis, Chapter 21 provides a synopsis of
the accomplishments of USD's Nursing Author E. Hughes Career
Achievement Award Winners.
In che fall of 2016, Dean Sally Brosz Hardin met with Acting
Provost Andy Allen, telling him that after 14 years serving as Dean,
she wished to transition to a reaching position. Her goal was to take a
sabbatical in which she would write a History of the School of Nursing.
Hardin also had a long and pleasant meeting with President James T.
Harris, III, who suggested a Search Committee for the fourth Dean
be appointed before Thanksgiving vacation. On November 2, 2016,
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Hardin hosted a brunch with Nursing's Program Directors, Drs.
Cheryl Butera, Cynthia Connelly, Karen Macauley, Kathy Marsh,
Patricia Roth, and Linda Urden, and shared her decision with them. At
the faculty meeting that afternoon, she gave a report on the state of the
School and her decision to transition to the role of Professor.
A search firm was hired, a Search Committee composed of
faculty and staff members suggested by Hardin was formed, and a
national search for Dean four of the Hahn School of Nursing and
Health Science: Beyster Institute for Nursing Research commenced
in January. The three primary criteria that the faculty and Search
Committee enumerated for the Search Firm and Acting Provost Allen
were that the Dean candidates should hold a PhD, have administrative
experience in Graduate education, and be a Fellow of the American
Academy of Nursing. Candidates underwent airport interviews; several
were invited to campus in the spring. The faculty requested that the
search be continued and Interim Dean Jane Georges was appointed on
July 1, 2017.
Dean Hardin was totally surprised and very moved at the 2017
Graduate Nursing Convocation when, on behalf of the faculty and
staff, Dr. Patricia Roth, in a touching speech, presented Hardin with
an exquisite crystal, engraved vase. On July 1, 2017, Dean Sally Brosz
Hardin became Professor Sally Brosz Hardin. In her farewell in
Volume VIII of the USD Nursing Times, Hardin wished that its readers
"Remain Ever Young," and that the "road rise up to meet them!" She
wishes the same to the readers of this History.
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The Author E. Hughes Career Achievement Awards honor che
University of San Diego's most outstanding alumni. Since 1995, the
awards are given each year co one alumnus from each of che University's
Schools: the College of Arcs and Sciences; the Schools of Business
Administration; Engineering; Law; Leadership and Education Science;
Nursing and Health Science; and Peace Studies. The School ofNursing's
Hughes Award honorees are women and men who have distinguished
themselves by high and consistent achievement in one or more areas
of Nursing as leaders in Nursing science, education, administration,
clinical innovation, and the military, as well as advocates for underserved
populations. All of the Hughes Career Achievement Award recipients
listed below exemplify the highest values of the School and the Nursing
profession. The following synopses are based on achievements at the

time of the award.
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1995 Dian Kotarba Doyle, BSN '83, MSN '88
At Kaiser Permanente Hospital in San Diego, Dian Doyle served
as Nurse Manager in the NICU, Pediatrics, and Ob/Gyn units, and as
Nursing Director of Maternal Child Health Nursing. In all of her work,
she set a goal of continuous improvement of service. As a volunteer,
Doyle traveled to Romania, Latvia, the Philippines, El Salvador,
and Mexico on medical missions, where she provided pediatric and
neonatal care to underserved populations and to survivors of natural
disasters. She also taught principles of pediatric and neonatal care to
Nursing and Medical staff of Romania and Latvia and helped arrange
for several Romanian Nurses to come to the US for further education.

1996 Mary B. Middleton, BSN '80, MSN '83
Mary Middleton was honored for her work in Nursing management
and initiating new programs. In 1972, she played a major part in
opening the new Alvarado Hospital and helped develop its open
heart surgery program. At Scripps, she worked to build a countywide
trauma program, and at Tri-City Hospital, she opened new programs
in Neonatal Intensive Care and Physical Rehabilitation and oversaw
a 120 bed expansion. At UCSD, Ms. Middleton managed 900
employees and built a new child and adolescent psychiatric program,
a senior behavioral health program, and an outpatient ophthalmology
surgery program.
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1997 Felicitas A. de la Cruz, DNSc '91
Dr. de la Cruz was Professor of Nursing and Director of the Family
NP Program at Azusa Pacific University when she was nominated for the
Hughes Award. She also directed the High Risk Home Health Clinical
Specialty program, for which she and faculty colleagues secured a $1.4
million grant from the Department of Health and Human Services;
and a $2.4 million grant from the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences to increase ethnic minority Nurse researchers. Dr.
de la Cruz received National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR)
funding to research hypertension control and dietary acculturation
in Filipino Americans. She and her colleagues used these findings
to develop culturally-informed and tailored interventions to improve
hypertension control in this population.

1998 REAR ADMIRAL, DEPUTY SURGEON GENERAL,
Kathleen Martin, MSN '92
Rear Admiral Kathleen Martin served in the Navy Nurse Corps
from 1973 to 2005 and was promoted to Rear Admiral in 1998. As
Medical Inspector General, she worked with the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations to develop mutually
agreed on tandards and negotiated an agreement that ]CAHO would
participate in joint inspections with the Navy. RADM Martin then
erved as Director of the Navy Nurse Corps, and as Commander of
the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda. Her final assignment,
Deputy
held by a
erved as

urgeon General of the Navy, was a po t never previously
ur e. ince her retirement from the Navy in 2005, she has
EO of Vinson Hall Retirement

Director of the

ommunity and Executive

avy Marine Coa t Guard Re idence Foundation.
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1999 Daniel Gross, DNSc '97
Dr. Gross has served as Clinical Nurse, Director of Patient Care
Services, Regional Director of Critical Care, and System Vice President
of Clinical Services at Sharp Health Care. In 1996, he was named CEO
of the Sharp Metropolitan Medical Campus where he had oversight of
three hospitals, an outpatient surgery center, home care services, and
two senior centers. Gross then served as Executive Vice President for
Sharp Health Care, the largest private health care system in San Diego.
He oversaw four acute care hospitals and three specialty hospitals. In
2002, Gross was named the American Heart Association Volunteer of
the Year; in 1998 and 2007, he received the leadership award from the
Hospital Association of San Diego and Imperial Counties. In 2012,
Dr. Gross received the California Hospital Association Award of Merit.

2000 Carol Beth Sise, MSN '85, JD '92
Beth Sise, a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner and attorney, was honored
for her work in both the clinical and policy arenas of injury and violence
prevention. Since 1994, she has worked at Scripps Mercy Hospital's
Trauma Service, where she has implemented a patient drug and alcohol
screening program in which more than 100,000 patients have been
screened and offered brief intervention. Sise has published extensively
in violence and substance abuse prevention and clinical management
of trauma. She has co-chaired the Community Health Improvement
Partners Suicide Prevention Action Plan Committee and the San Diego
County Alcohol Policy Panel and i involved in the San Diego County
Methampheta mine Strike Force.
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2001 Jaynell Stichler, DNSc '90
Dr. Stichler has focused on executive Nurse leadership, women's
and newborn services, and the role of Nurse leaders in the design
of health care facilities. These interests came together when as Vice
President for Women's Services at Sharp Health Care in San Diego,
Dr. Stichler led the planning and design of San Diego's first women's
hospital, the Sharp Mary Birch Hospital for Women & Newborns. As
a principal of the health care consulting division of the Stichler Design
Group, she has consulted on the design of more than 200 hospitals,
including facilities in Australia, South Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia.
A Fellow of the American Academy of Nursing and the American
College of Healthcare Executives, she is founding co-editor of the
Health Environments Research

& Design journal.

2002 Ruth Grendell, MSN '81, DNSc '91
Dr. Ruth Grendell was honored with the Hughes Career
Achievement Award for her sustained commitment to humanitarian
international work. She has organized and participated in over 25
Nursing international health care and teaching missions in South
Africa, Romania, Russia, India, Nicaragua, Brazil, and the headwaters
of the Amazon. In these missions, Grendell has assisted in clinics,
worked in refugee camps, taught Nursing and physicians at universities
and hospitals, participated in Nursing curricula revisions, and assisted
in writing Chinese pharmacology manuals.
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2003 CAPT Sandra Garmon Bibb, BSN '83,
MSN '91, DNSc '99
Captain Bibb is known for her work in health promotion and
disease prevention, and on culturally appropriate care both domestically
and internationally. Dr. Bibb's Navy Nurse Corp assignments provided
much experience in designing managed care and working with large
databases and electronic medical records. At the time she received the
Hughes Award, Dr. Bibb served as research coordinator and director
of the Southwest Clinical Region of Joint Population Health Office
at Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton. After retiring as a Captain, Bibb
served as Professor and Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs in the Daniel

K. Inouye Graduate School of Nursing at the Uniformed Services
University in Bethesda, Maryland.

2004 Cay Chapman Casey, MSN '84, PhD '02
Following her Master's Degree, with a concentration in Family
Health, Dr. Cay Casey joined the San Diego Unified School District
where she served for more than 20 years. She worked chiefly with
Special Education students, especially children with hearing deficits.
Dr. Casey received the San Diego-Imperial School Nurse of the Year
Award. She served as the 1993-94 president of the USD Alumni
Association and also was president of the Zeta Mu Chapter of Sigma
Theta Tau. After receiving her PhD, Dr. Casey became Director of the
Graduate School Nurse Credential Program at DSU.
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2005 Julie C. Novak, DNSc '89
Dr. Julie Novak has served as faculty at the UCSD Department
of Family and Preventive Medicine, the UCSF School of Nursing,
and SDSU. She held an endowed professorship at the University of
Virginia and was Director of Purdue University's School of Nursing,
where she initiated the Doctor of Nursing Practice program. She has
served as Vice Dean for Practice and Engagement at the University
of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, where she held the
Thelma and Joseph Crow Endowed Professorship and served as
Executive Director of the Student Health Center, the Employee
Health and Wellness Clinic, and the UT Nursing Clinical Enterprise.
Dr. Novak has served as President of the National Association of
Pediatric NPs and on the Pediatric NP Certification Board and
American Nurses Foundation National Nursing Coalition for
School Health.

2006 Ann Mayo, MSN '90, DNSc '98
Dr. Ann Mayo has practiced as a Clinical Nurse Specialist and
Nurse Scientist in the role of primary and co-investigator on numerous
clinical studies at Kaiser Permanente, the University of California, San
Francisco, and the University of San Diego. Dr. Mayo was selected as
a Post-Doctoral Fellow in Nursing and Gerontology at the University
of California San Francisco, where she received a John A. Hartford
Post-Doctoral Fellowship to support her study, "Decision-Making
among Older Adults with Mild Cognitive Impairment." This Nurse
Scientist now continues her research at Bayside Community Center
and the Healthy Aging Research Unit at USD's Beyster Institute for
Nursing Research. Dr. Mayo serves on the Glenner Memory Care
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Centers Board of Directors in San Diego and Chair of the Interagency
Collaborative on Nursing Statistics (ICONS) at the national level.

2007 Linda Urden, DNSc '89
Dr. Urden, a dually credentialed Nurse Executive and Clinical
Nurse Specialist, and Chair of the Founding Hospital Magnet
Committee, served as Palomar Pomerado Hospital's Executive
Director of Nursing Quality where she established a quality-focused
evidence-based program of practice and research. Dr. Urden created
a "Scholars in Residence" program, in which Nurses and CNSs were
supported financially to attend Master's and PhD programs while
being mentored by hospital CNS's. he is the co-author of two texts
on Critical Care Nursing, each in multiple editions. She has twice won
the American journal of Nursings Book of the Year award; in 1990,
with co-authors Thelon and Davie for Critical Care Nursing: Diagnosis
and Management, and in 2002, with co-authors Stich and Lough, for
Critical Care Nursing: Diagnosis and Management.

2008 COL Mary T. Sarnecky, DNSc '90
Army Nurse Corps Colonel, Mary Sarnecky, wrote the History of
the Army Nurse Corp as she served as official Historian in the office of

the US Surgeon General. In 2000, the American journal of Nursing
designated the initial volume of the History as a "Book of the Year." The
American A sociation for the History of Nursing al o honored Volume
I with the Lavinia L. Dock Award. In 2006, the University of Virginia
presented arnecky with its Agnes Dillon Randolph Award, based on
her collective body of historical research. he continues to serve as an
informal adviser to Army Nurse Hi torians and pur ues Army-related
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historical projects such as biographical sketches of former Chiefs of the
Army Nurse Corps for the Army Nurse Corps Association's website
and entries for the Department of Defense volume, When It Mattered
Most: Remembering our Fallen Medical Personnel in Iraq-Afghanistan.

2009 CAPT Denise M. Boren, PhD '01
Captain Denise Boren, assigned as Nurse Scientist and research
consultant for all health care providers at Naval Medical Center
Portsmouth, Virginia, and then Naval Medical Center San Diego,
California, developed the Nursing Research and Analysis Department
at San Diego where Nursing research flourished and Nurse Scientists
were awarded more than $3 million in grams. Dr. Boren also launched
a multidisciplinary heart failure clinic char resulted in significantly
improved quality of life and patient satisfaction, and reduced ER visits
and hospital readmissions. She has served on the President's Emergency
Plan for AIDS Relief in Africa and as an adviser on palliative care to
the military, police, and corrections health care personnel in Swaziland
and Zambia and co the Palliative Care Association of Zambia, and
ocher non-governmental agencies working in those countries.

2010 CDRJohn Whitcomb, PhD '05
CDR Whitcomb has served as specialty adviser co the Surgeon
General, Navy, for critical care Nursing and as faculty for the Navy's
advanced cardiac life support education program. In 2003, Whitcomb
and the 4th Health Services Battalion set up a field hospital providing
emergency resuscitation, definitive surgery, and general medical care
at Camp

oyote in Kuwait. He has received a Meritorious

Medal, three

ervice

avy Commendation Medals, three Navy Achievement
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Medals, and a Presidential unit citation for his work there. Whitcomb
chronicled the stressors that he and his personnel faced and the
training they received in an article for Critical Care Nursing Clinics
ofNorth America. Now a Professor of Nursing at Clemson University,
Whitcomb has been awarded the Palmetto Gold Award, as one of the
most influential Nurses in South Carolina, and the Board of Trustees
Award for Excellence in Teaching.

2011 Marilyn T. Macdonald, PhD 'OS
Dr. Macdonald, a Nurse Scientist and Professor at the School of
Nursing at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, focuses on
home and tertiary care clinical practice, with a particular concern
for patient safety. As the sole CNS in a Health Care Authority,
Mcdonald collaborated across disciplines to introduce technologies
to minimize patient harm, including smart pumps for intravenous
therapy, medication storage and distribution systems, and processes
for augmenting reporting of medication errors and near misses. As a
Nurse dentist, she has conducted numerous funded studies focusing
on safety in the home and the erosion of home as haven. She was
appointed as one of five project leads for the first pan-Canad ian funded
study of afety in Home Care.

2012 CAPT Jacqueline Rychnovsky, PhD '04
hief of Inpatient Nursing at Camp Arifjan
in Kuwait. In 2009, she held a Health Policy Fellowship with enator
Daniel Inouye where he drafted two piece of legislation for the
Dr. Rychnovsky was

Affordable are Act. he wrote successful pro po al for Nurse-managed
community health center to be funded with $50 million in competitive
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grants, and for academic-clinical partnerships to greatly increase the
numbers of Family NPs. Captain Rychnovsky was then assigned as
Head of Research at Naval Medical Center San Diego; followed by
her assignment as Assistant Director, Nurse Corps Policy and Practice,
in which she advised the Director of the Navy Nurse Corps and the
Navy Surgeon General about legislation relevant to Navy Nursing and
Navy Medicine. Captain Rychnovsky was the first Nurse ever assigned
as commanding officer of the Naval Medical Research Center, Navy
Medicine's flagship biomedical research lab in Silver Springs, Maryland
where she led a group of more than 400 military, civilian, and contract
staff with oversight of eight labs in six countries.

2013 Karen Sue Hoyt, MSN, '02, PhD, '06
Dr. Hoyt established the first peer-reviewed journal for her
specialty, the Advanced Emergency Nursing journal, now the third most
widely read Emergency journal in the world. In 2006, she co-edited
the Trauma Nursing Course (5th ed.), a text that has assisted more than
500,000 Emergency Nurses in more than fourteen countries to attain
certification in Emergency Nursing. Dr. Hoyt served as President of
the Emergency Nurses Association and chaired its Advanced Practice
Nursing Committee. She also co-edited, Emergency Nursing Core
Curriculum (6th ed.), which led the National Organization of Nurse

Practitioner Faculty to endorse Emergency Nurse core competencies in
2010, and the American Nurses Association to recognize Emergency
Care as a Nursing specialty in 2011. She is an inaugural Fellow of the
Academy of Emergency Nursing, and Fellow of the American Academy
of Nurse Practitioners and the American Academy of Nursing.
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2014 Susan Stone, MSN, '93, PhD, '08
Dr. Scone joined Sharp HealthCare in 1986 holding numerous
leadership positions including Chief Nursing Officer for two of Sharp's
seven hospitals where she successfully led the 2007 and 2012 Planetree
Designation efforts at Sharp Coronado and Sharp Memorial, and the
2013 Magnet Re-designation efforts at Sharp Memorial Hospital.
She is the senior Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of Sharp
Coronado Hospital. As a national Patient Centered Care Fellow,
Dr. Stone contributed co the development of the Designated Patient
Centered Care Hospital Program. She was a contributing author in the
2008 Patient Centered Care Improvement Guide and the 2013 Putting
Patient's First Field Guide.

2015 Sandra Solem, MSN, '84, PhD, '02
Dr. Solem has worked in executive leadership positions in both
clinical and academic arenas. She has led a Kentucky Veteran Centered
Partnership model of care and opened a new medical center in Las
Vegas, NV. After eighteen years in academia, Dr. Solem consulted at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center doing focus groups with veterans
returning from combat in Iraq and Afghanistan. This work led to her
current position as Associate Director for Patient Care Services and
Nurse Executive at VA San Diego Healthcare System (VASDHS), a
304-bed inpatient facility with seven outpatient community clinics.
There, she has been the executive sponsor of a clinical practice
model integrating Relationship Based Care and Service Excellence
atVA DH .
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2016 Pablo Velez, PhD, '06
Dr. Velez is senior Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of
Sharp Chula Vista Medical Center, a 343-bed hospital. He develops
and manages the hospital's budget and oversees long-range plans and
develops relationships with community leaders, thus enhancing the
hospital's success. Among his greatest career achievements is the $250
million master plan expansion he is overseeing for Sharp Chula Vista's
new hospital, that will have a capacity for 138 patient beds for the
growing community it serves. His leadership is based in relationships,
research, and publishing of articles such as, "Effects of Organizational
Trust," in Organization Development journal and "Do Gender and
Race/Ethnicit y Influence Acute Myocardial Infarction Quality Care in
a Hospital with a Large Hispanic Patient and Provider Representation?"
in Cardiology Research and Practice.

2017 CAPT Heather C. King, PhD, '14
After completing the Navy Nurse Corp's "Duey Under Instruction"
Program for Nurse Anesthesia, Captain King provided anesthetic
care to veterans in a variety of clinical and operational settings. Her
operational experience fueled her interest in research, as she considered
the gaps in care for veterans returning home from combat missions. Dr.
King's Dissertation research examined the effects of acupuncture on
sleep disturbances among veterans with Post Traumatic tress Disorder
and her work continues to focus on the care of military veterans. To
date, she has been awarded more than $2.4 million dollars in grants to
conduct this important work.
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